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Developed	By:	medsoftpro.ru	License:	FREE	Rating:	0/5	-	votes	Last	Updated:	2020-03-15	Version	1.8	Size	Vwd	Release	Date	Jan	22,	2020	Category	Medical	Apps	What's	New:	Interface	...	[see	more]	Description:	Glomerular	filtration	rate	(GFR)	is	the	amount	of	blood	cleared	...	[read	more]	Permissions:	View	details	[see	more	]	QR-Code	link:	[see
more	]	Looking	for	a	way	to	Download	GFR	Calculator	for	Windows	10/8/7	PC?	You	are	in	the	correct	place	then.	Keep	reading	this	article	to	get	to	know	how	you	can	Download	and	Install	one	of	the	best	Medical	App	GFR	Calculator	for	PC.	Most	of	the	apps	available	on	Google	play	store	or	iOS	Appstore	are	made	exclusively	for	mobile	platforms.	But
do	you	know	you	can	still	use	any	of	your	favorite	Android	or	iOS	apps	on	your	laptop	even	if	the	official	version	for	PC	platform	not	available?	Yes,	they	do	exits	a	few	simple	tricks	you	can	use	to	install	Android	apps	on	Windows	machine	and	use	them	as	you	use	on	Android	smartphones.	Here	in	this	article,	we	will	list	down	different	ways	to
Download	GFR	Calculator	on	PC	in	a	step	by	step	guide.	So	before	jumping	into	it,	let’s	see	the	technical	specifications	of	GFR	Calculator.	GFR	Calculator	for	PC	–	Technical	Specifications	NameGFR	CalculatorInstallations10,000+Developed	Bymedsoftpro.ru	GFR	Calculator	is	on	the	top	of	the	list	of	Medical	category	apps	on	Google	Playstore.	It	has
got	really	good	rating	points	and	reviews.	Currently,	GFR	Calculator	for	Windows	has	got	over	10,000+	App	installations	and	0	star	average	user	aggregate	rating	points.	GFR	Calculator	Download	for	PC	Windows	10/8/7	Laptop:	Most	of	the	apps	these	days	are	developed	only	for	the	mobile	platform.	Games	and	apps	like	PUBG,	Subway	surfers,
Snapseed,	Beauty	Plus,	etc.	are	available	for	Android	and	iOS	platforms	only.	But	Android	emulators	allow	us	to	use	all	these	apps	on	PC	as	well.	So	even	if	the	official	version	of	GFR	Calculator	for	PC	not	available,	you	can	still	use	it	with	the	help	of	Emulators.	Here	in	this	article,	we	are	gonna	present	to	you	two	of	the	popular	Android	emulators	to
use	GFR	Calculator	on	PC.	GFR	Calculator	Download	for	PC	Windows	10/8/7	–	Method	1:	Bluestacks	is	one	of	the	coolest	and	widely	used	Emulator	to	run	Android	applications	on	your	Windows	PC.	Bluestacks	software	is	even	available	for	Mac	OS	as	well.	We	are	going	to	use	Bluestacks	in	this	method	to	Download	and	Install	GFR	Calculator	for	PC
Windows	10/8/7	Laptop.	Let’s	start	our	step	by	step	installation	guide.	Step	1:	Download	the	Bluestacks	5	software	from	the	below	link,	if	you	haven’t	installed	it	earlier	–	Download	Bluestacks	for	PC	Step	2:	Installation	procedure	is	quite	simple	and	straight-forward.	After	successful	installation,	open	Bluestacks	emulator.Step	3:	It	may	take	some	time
to	load	the	Bluestacks	app	initially.	Once	it	is	opened,	you	should	be	able	to	see	the	Home	screen	of	Bluestacks.	Step	4:	Google	play	store	comes	pre-installed	in	Bluestacks.	On	the	home	screen,	find	Playstore	and	double	click	on	the	icon	to	open	it.	Step	5:	Now	search	for	the	App	you	want	to	install	on	your	PC.	In	our	case	search	for	GFR	Calculator	to
install	on	PC.	Step	6:	Once	you	click	on	the	Install	button,	GFR	Calculator	will	be	installed	automatically	on	Bluestacks.	You	can	find	the	App	under	list	of	installed	apps	in	Bluestacks.	Now	you	can	just	double	click	on	the	App	icon	in	bluestacks	and	start	using	GFR	Calculator	App	on	your	laptop.	You	can	use	the	App	the	same	way	you	use	it	on	your
Android	or	iOS	smartphones.	If	you	have	an	APK	file,	then	there	is	an	option	in	Bluestacks	to	Import	APK	file.	You	don’t	need	to	go	to	Google	Playstore	and	install	the	game.	However,	using	the	standard	method	to	Install	any	android	applications	is	recommended.The	latest	version	of	Bluestacks	comes	with	a	lot	of	stunning	features.	Bluestacks4	is
literally	6X	faster	than	the	Samsung	Galaxy	J7	smartphone.	So	using	Bluestacks	is	the	recommended	way	to	install	GFR	Calculator	on	PC.	You	need	to	have	a	minimum	configuration	PC	to	use	Bluestacks.	Otherwise,	you	may	face	loading	issues	while	playing	high-end	games	like	PUBG	GFR	Calculator	Download	for	PC	Windows	10/8/7	–	Method	2:	Yet
another	popular	Android	emulator	which	is	gaining	a	lot	of	attention	in	recent	times	is	MEmu	play.	It	is	super	flexible,	fast	and	exclusively	designed	for	gaming	purposes.	Now	we	will	see	how	to	Download	GFR	Calculator	for	PC	Windows	10	or	8	or	7	laptop	using	MemuPlay.	Step	1:	Download	and	Install	MemuPlay	on	your	PC.	Here	is	the	Download
link	for	you	–	Memu	Play	Website.	Open	the	official	website	and	download	the	software.	Step	2:	Once	the	emulator	is	installed,	just	open	it	and	find	Google	Playstore	App	icon	on	the	home	screen	of	Memuplay.	Just	double	tap	on	that	to	open.	Step	3:	Now	search	for	GFR	Calculator	App	on	Google	playstore.	Find	the	official	App	from	medsoftpro.ru
developer	and	click	on	the	Install	button.	Step	4:	Upon	successful	installation,	you	can	find	GFR	Calculator	on	the	home	screen	of	MEmu	Play.	MemuPlay	is	simple	and	easy	to	use	application.	It	is	very	lightweight	compared	to	Bluestacks.	As	it	is	designed	for	Gaming	purposes,	you	can	play	high-end	games	like	PUBG,	Mini	Militia,	Temple	Run,	etc.
GFR	Calculator	for	PC	–	Conclusion:	GFR	Calculator	has	got	enormous	popularity	with	it’s	simple	yet	effective	interface.	We	have	listed	down	two	of	the	best	methods	to	Install	GFR	Calculator	on	PC	Windows	laptop.	Both	the	mentioned	emulators	are	popular	to	use	Apps	on	PC.	You	can	follow	any	of	these	methods	to	get	GFR	Calculator	for	Windows
10	PC.	We	are	concluding	this	article	on	GFR	Calculator	Download	for	PC	with	this.	If	you	have	any	queries	or	facing	any	issues	while	installing	Emulators	or	GFR	Calculator	for	Windows,	do	let	us	know	through	comments.	We	will	be	glad	to	help	you	out!	2020-03-15:	Download	GFR	Calculator	1.8	on	Windows	PC	–	Vwd	Interface	changed	Showing
permissions	for	all	versions	of	this	appThis	app	has	access	to:Otherfull	network	access.prevent	device	from	sleeping.view	network	connections.	Glomerular	filtration	rate	(GFR)	is	the	amount	of	blood	cleared	by	the	kidneys	over	a	given	period	of	time.	GFR	is	the	main	indicator	for	assessing	renal	function	and	stage	renal	failure.In	clinical	practice,
GFR	is	calculated	using	special	formulas	based	on	the	concentration	of	creatinine	in	the	blood	and	some	anatomical	and	physiological	parameters	(height,	weight,	age).The	presented	calculator	calculates	using	the	Cockroft-Gault	formulas,	MDRD	and	the	CKD-EPI	equation.	GFR	in	children	is	calculated	according	to	the	formula	of	Schwartz	and
Counahan-Barratt.	Amendment	to	General	Financial	Rules	(GFR),	2017	to	include	Insurance	Surety	Bonds	as	Security	Instrument:	DoE	OM	dated	02.02.2022	No.	F.1/1/2022-PPD	Government	of	India	Ministry	of	Finance	Department	of	Expenditure	Procurement	Policy	Division	264-C,	North	Block,	New	Delhi.	2nd	February,	2022	.	OFFICE
MEMORANDUM	Subject:	Amendment	to	General	Financial	Rules	(GFR),	2017	to	include	Insurance	Surety	Bonds	as	Security	Instrument.	It	has	been	decided	to	partially	amend	Rule	170(i)	and	Rule	171(i)	of	General	Financial	Rules	(GFR),	2017	regarding	‘Bid	Security	and	Performance	Security	respectively’	as	under:	Rule/	Para	Existing	provision
Amended	Rule	170(i)	The	bid	security	may	be	accepted	in	the	form	of	Account	Payee	Demand	Draft,	Fixed	Deposit	Receipt,	Banker’s	Cheque	or	Bank	Guarantee	from	any	of	the	Commercial	Banks	or	payment	online	in	an	acceptable	form,	safeguarding	the	purchaser’s	interest	in	all	respects	The	bid	security	may	be	accepted	in	the	form	of	Insurance
Surety	Bonds,	Account	Payee	Demand	Draft,	Fixed	Deposit	Receipt,	Banker’s	Cheque	or	Bank	Guarantee	from	any	of	the	Commercial	Banks	or	payment	online	in	an	acceptable	form,	safeguarding	the	purchaser’s	interest	in	all	respects.	171(i)	Performance	Security	may	be	furnished	in	the	form	of	an	Account	Payee	Demand	Draft,	Fixed	Deposit
Receipt	from	a	Commercial	bank,	Bank	Guarantee	from	a	Commercial	bank	or	online	payment	in	an	acceptable	form	safeguarding	the	purchaser’s	interest	in	all	respects	Performance	Security	may	be	furnished	in	the	form	of	Insurance	Surety	Bonds,	Account	Payee	Demand	Draft,	Fixed	Deposit	Receipt	from	a	Commercial	bank,	Bank	Guarantee	from	a
Commercial	bank	or	online	payment	in	an	acceptable	form	safeguarding	the	purchaser’s	interest	in	all	respects	2.	This	OM	is	also	available	on	website	of	Department	of	Expenditure;	doe	.gov.in	->	Notification	->	Circular	–>	Procurement	Policy	OM.	Hindi	version	of	this	OM	will	follow.	Kawalpreet	Director	(Procurement	Policy)	Tel.	:	23093811	Email:
kanwal.irss[at]gov.in	Source:	Click	here	to	view/download	the	PDF	We	are	happy	to	announce	Unity	2021.3.6f1.	The	release	notes	and	the	corresponding	issue	tracker	link	for	issues	fixed	in	this	release	are	as	shown	below.	AI	Navigation:	NavMesh::Raycast	freezes	the	whole	editor	in	an	infinite	loop	on	Application.UpdateScene	(UUM-2496)	Customer
QA	Onboarding:	[M1]	Crash	on	System.Object:__icall_wrapper_ves_icall_array_new_specific	when	launching	a	project	(UUM-3207)	Linux:	[Backport]	[Linux]	Editor	crashes	at	"GfxDeviceGLES::DrawBuffersBatchMode"	when	entering	Play	Mode	in	the	LEGO	tutorial	(UUM-971)	MacOS:	[Mac]	Editor	performance	drops	on	macOS	when	clicking	and
dragging	on	Position,	Rotation	and	Scale	values	in	Transform	component	(UUM-7457)	Mono:	Crash	with	ScanAssemblyForAttributesAndInterfaceImplementations	when	opening	a	project	(1376858)	Package:	Empty	"StreamingAssets"	folder	gets	created	after	building	an	empty	project	(1423325)	Shader	System:	Editor	crashes	when	building	if	calling
"ShaderKeyword"	methods	in	"IPreprocessShaders"	classes	(UUM-2536)	Text:	[Mac]	ShortcutManager	ignores	Shift	modifier	(UUM-4083)	Burst:	Support	for	__Unmanaged	for	non-extern	functions	Burst:	Used	explicit	namespace	for	UnityEditor.PackageManager.Events	to	avoid	conflicts.	DX12:	Set	swapchain	background	color	to	make	resize	visually
more	pleasing	and	disable	scaling	in	resize.	Windows:	Added	"-force-d3d11-flip-model"	command	line	parameter	to	force	Unity	to	use	DXGI	flip	model	swap	chain.	Android:	Allow	any	file	to	be	selected	as	keystore	(previously	only	.keystore	was	supported).	(UUM-917)	Android:	Fix	video	with	alpha	when	using	Vulkan	on	some	older	devices.	(1407184)
Android:	Fixed	a	potential	app	store	validation	issue	related	to	a	QueryIntentActivities()	call	when	initializing	the	engine.	Android:	Fixed	crash	during	low	memory	kill.	(UUM-4811)	Android:	Fixed	Java	local	reference	leak	when	AndroidJavaProxy	is	passed	as	argument	to	AndroidJavaObject.Call/CallStatic.	(1389252)	Android:	Fixed	Patch	(/And	Run)
failing	on	some	Android	12	devices	with	"Permission	Denied"	or	"No	such	file	or	directory".	(UUM-2445)	Asset	Bundles:	Refactors	out	the	requiresTextureCompression	boolean	flag.	The	texture	compression	setting	is	now	set	internally	from	either	the	existing	EditorPrefs	setting	kCompressTexturesOnImport	or	checking	if	the	BuildPipeline	build	is	in
progress.	(UUM-3653)	Burst:	A	potential	issue	with	the	debug	info	mover	pass,	that	meant	it	only	affected	the	first	entry	point	in	a	module.	Burst:	Added	workaround	for	"cannot	dlopen	until	fork()	handlers	have	completed"	issue	seen	in	macOS	12.3.	Burst:	Fixed	a	bug	that	manifested	when	using	IAP	in	UWP	builds	with	Burst	-	we	were	scanning	the
assembly	hierarchy	too	deep	for	Bursted	types,	which	led	to	an	AssemblyResolutionException.	Burst:	Fixed	a	bug	where	using	ReinterpretStore(someIndex,	(ushort)someValue)	could	cause	an	internal	compiler	error	in	Burst.	Burst:	Fixed	a	bug	with	Span	and	ReadOnlySpan	types	where	if	the	indices	used	were	not	already	32-bit	signed	integers,	an
internal	compiler	error	would	occur	if	running	with	safety	checks	enabled.	Burst:	Fixed	a	compiler	crash	if	users	used	__refvalue	or	__arglist	in	Burst.	Neither	of	these	are	supported,	but	now	we	will	nicely	tell	you	via	a	compiler	error	that	they	aren't	supported.	Burst:	Fixed	a	compiler	error	when	trying	to	acquire	the	function	pointer	of	a	generic
function	from	Bursted	code.	Burst:	Fixed	a	memory	leak	where	during	hashing	we'd	pin	a	GC	object	and	never	unpin	and	free	it.	Burst:	Fixed	bug	in	static	constructor	ordering	in	the	presence	of	indirect	dependencies	between	static	constructors	(i.e.	static	constructor	->	static	method	->	static	constructor)	that	could	result	in	a	runtime	crash.	Burst:
Fixed	compiler	crash	when	the	only	usage	of	a	static	field	was	in	a	formatted	exception	string.	Burst:	Fixed	compiler	crash	when	trying	to	dynamically	call	BurstCompiler.CompileFunctionPointer	in	Burst-compiled	code.	Burst:	Fixed	hashing	bug	that	could	occur	when	a	function	pointer	type	is	used	in	a	method	parameter.	Burst:	Fixed	hashing	error
that	could	occur	in	the	presence	of	multiple	synthesized	explicit	interface	implementations	with	the	same	name	and	signature.	Burst:	Fixed	hashing	error	that	could	occur	with	unbound	generic	type.	Burst:	Using	a	function	only	through	a	C#	function	pointer	could	cause	a	crash.	Editor:	Fixed	Verify	Saved	Assets	modal	window	to	accept	changed
graphics	api.	(1380734)	Editor:	Fixed	Verify	Saved	Assets	modal	window	to	accept	user	input.	(1365765)	Editor:	IndexOutOfRangeException	is	thrown	when	openning	Object	Picker.	(UUM-2825)	GI:	Fixed	the	pushoff	setter	on	GPU	lightprobes	baking.	(UUM-857)	Graphics:	"Rim	left"	and	"Rim	right"	presets	are	difficult	to	visualize	in	the	inspector.
(1399494)	Graphics:	Draw	calls	with	not	all	ComputeBuffers	bound	correctly	can	lead	to	crashes	on	M1.	Calls	are	now	discarded	and	error	message	is	output	with	shader	name.	(1395963)	Graphics:	Fixed	a	performance	issue	in	the	SRP	Render	loop.	(UUM-6109)	Graphics:	Fixed	false	positives	from	checking	if	all	buffers	are	bound	correctly	on	Metal.
(1395963)	Graphics:	Fixed	for	updated	XR	Display	headers	breaking	Oculus	App	Spacewarp	(ASW)	due	to	error	in	back-compat	code	path	(UUM-7369)	Graphics:	Fixed	LightAnchor	when	camera	is	tilted,	work	with	Local	and	World	Up.	(1403119)	Graphics:	Fixes	incorrectly	regenerated	thumbnails	when	reimporting	sprites	with	an	asset
postprocessor.	(UUM-5469)	HDRP:	Added	an	error	message	in	the	custom	pass	volume	editor	when	custom	passes	are	disabled	in	the	HDRP	asset.	(1407146)	HDRP:	Added	the	volumetric	clouds	to	the	feature	list	of	HDRP	(case	1410051).	(1410051)	HDRP:	Changed	back	height	of	the	path	tracing	progress	bar	to	0.5%	of	the	resolution.	(1404944)
HDRP:	Fixed	an	issue	regarding	the	scaling	of	texture	read	from	the	after-post-process	injection	point.	(1412459)	HDRP:	Fixed	black	screen	with	MSAA	and	TAAU	both	enabled.	(1411217)	HDRP:	Fixed	constant	repaint	when	static	sky	set	to	none.	(1414957)	HDRP:	Fixed	custom	pass	material	editor	not	displaying	correctly	read-only	materials.
(1411764)	HDRP:	Fixed	decal	angle	fade	for	decal	projectors.	(1410918)	HDRP:	Fixed	DRS	resolution	not	working	for	custom	post	process	/	custom	passes.	Pre	post	effect	passes	looked	croppted	(case	1398904).	(1398904)	HDRP:	Fixed	error	on	lens	flare	enabled	causing	motion	vectors	to	be	faulty.	(1398635)	HDRP:	Fixed	flickering	tiles	on	FPTL
when	light	count	exceeds	32	on	vulkan.	Caused	by	a	compiler	bug	vulkan	only	(case	1401605).	(1401605)	HDRP:	Fixed	for	baked	reflection	probes.	(1403131)	HDRP:	Fixed	HDRP	Wizard	windows	duplicated	when	entering	in	play	mode.	(1407981)	HDRP:	Fixed	issue	that	would	always	save	Decal	Materials	when	saving	the	scene.	(UUM-6276)	HDRP:
Fixed	issue	with	motion	blur	having	small	holes	in	its	blur	with	high	velocities.	(1415008)	HDRP:	Fixed	issue	with	overblown	exposure	when	doing	scene	filtering.	(1333684)	HDRP:	Fixed	issue	with	path	tracing,	when	Ambient	Occlusion	Remapping	is	forced	to	zero	on	materials.	(1401329)	HDRP:	Fixed	issue	with	specular	occlusion	being	wrongly
quantized	when	APV	is	enabled	in	HDRP.	(1407475)	HDRP:	Fixed	label	for	background	clouds	in	Environment	Lighting	tab.	(1409875)	HDRP:	Fixed	lens	flare	wobbling	caused	by	using	jittered	matrix,	more	visible	with	DLSS	(case	1403463).	(1403463)	HDRP:	Fixed	min	percentage	of	dynamic	resolution	in	HDRenderPipeline	not	clamped	(case
1408155).	(1408155)	HDRP:	Fixed	missing	menu	item	to	create	reflection	proxy	volume.	(1401202)	HDRP:	Fixed	Planar	Probe	not	rendering	when	sky	is	None.	(1410628)	HDRP:	Fixed	Reflection	Proxy	Volume	allowing	negative	values.	(1401205)	HDRP:	Fixed	the	history	buffers	being	all	discarded	when	the	number	of	ColorPyramidBuffers	changed
(case	1405726).	(1405726)	HDRP:	Removed	clamping	for	ray	traced	reflections	on	transparent	objects	(case	1414178).	(1414178)	HDRP:	Updated	frame	diagram	image	in	documentation	(missing	Flim	grain	and	Dithering).	(1407628)	HDRP:	Volumetric	fog	color	no	longer	affects	height	fog	when	disabled.	(1414943)	Linux:	Enabled	macro	in	sdl	to
enable	deadkey	response	in	built	executable.	(1134402)	Linux:	Fixed	crash	caused	by	destroying	MenuItem	widgets	and	accessing	their	data	in	GTK	handlers.	(1372311)	Linux:	Fixed	crash	when	launching	standalone	profiler	on	Linux.	(UUM-5543)	Linux:	Fixed	missing	game	controller	mappings	for	certain	controllers.	(1384896)	Linux:	Fixed	print
stack	trace	frequently	crashing	(UUM-1595)	Networking:	Fixed	IPv6	support	on	Windows	and	Android.	(UUM-926)	Particles:	Fixed	errors	when	viewing	a	Force	Field	Preset	inspector	whilst	entering	Playmode.	(UUM-1818)	Physics	2D:	Ensure	that	the	PlatformEffector2D	continually	calculates	friction/bounce	when	something	is	in	contact	with	it.
(UUM-1684)	Prefabs:	Removed	unpack	Prefab	instances	option	when	deleting	Prefabs	This	makes	case	1360671	obsolete.	(UUM-3368)	Profiler:	Fixed	Memory	Profiler	capture	reloading	unloaded	assets	referenced	by	scripts.	(UUM-898)	Profiler:	Fixed	untracked	memory	allocated	via	AsyncUploadManager	when	browsing	Addressables.	(1410384)
Scripting:	Fixed	issue	where	OnPostRender	is	called	multiple	times	per	frame	when	setting	Application.targetFrameRate.	(UUM-911)	Scripting:	Fixed	issue	where	yielding	WaitForEndOfFrame	was	getting	called	too	many	times	per	Editor	player	loop.	(UUM-904)	Security:	Updated	OpenSSL	to	1.1.1m.	(1352528)	Shaders:	Editor	in	-nographics	mode
does	not	support	compute	shaders.	(1410540)	Text:	Fixed	Text	component	not	rendering	elements	with	floating	point	coordinates	correctly	on	machines	with	locale	set	to	one	that	uses	commas	as	decimal	separators.	(UUM-868)	Text:	Fixed	the	UTF-16	to	UTF-8	conversion	error	when	inputting	an	emoji	into	a	text	game	object.	uGUI:	Reverted	the
default	behavior	for	UI	elements	that	implement	IPointerEnter/Exit	back	to	what	it	was	before:	when	hovering	a	child	component,	it	also	sends	the	hovering	event	to	the	parent(s).	Also	added	a	field	(sendPointerHoverToParent)	in	the	BaseInputModule	that	can	be	set	to	false	to	change	the	behavior	to:	when	hovering	a	child	component,	it	doesn't	send
the	hover	event	to	the	parent(s).	(UUM-2468)	UI	Toolkit:	Fix	SVG	9-slice	visual	artefact.	(UUM-5434)	UI	Toolkit:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	UI	Builder	breaks	the	cursor	property	when	saving	by	appending	a	comma	between	the	additional	parameters.	(UUM-872)	UI	Toolkit:	Fixed	nested	scroll	view	behaviour	on	mobile;	scrolling	will	stay	in	the	scroll
view	that	initiated	the	drag.	(UUM-941)	UI	Toolkit:	This	fixes	the	following:	1357086:	Changes	in	UI	Builder	are	lost	when	editing	a	2D	sprite	UIT-1233:	UIBuilder:	Message	in	dialog	unclear	-	"UI	Builder:	Document	has	unsaved	changes"	The	message	appearing	on	screen	is	now	clearer	and	a	bit	more	explanatory	for	users.	While	it	doesn't	fix	the
problem	at	the	source,	it	at	least	informs	users	more	efficiently	(about	the	reasons	why	they	ended	up	there).	(UUM-847)	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Fixed	Application.OpenURL	asserting	due	to	not	freeing	temporary	memory.	(UUM-2205)	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Fixed	errors	when	trying	to	use	the	System.Web.HttpUtility	class	on	UWP.
(UUM-4008)	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Fixed	memory	leak	when	creating	new	PlayerPrefs	with	key	that	is	longer	than	25	characters.	(UUM-4166)	URP:	URP	2D	-	Fix	Light2D	upgrading	issue	with	m_AlphaBlendOnOverlap	property	(UUM-1845)	VFX	Graph:	Fixed	exception	when	there	is	a	GPU	in	subgraph	and	flow	link	in	parent	graph.	(UUM-571)
Video:	Video	player	no	longer	suffers	performance	issues	in	windowed	mode	with	external	monitor.	(1350851)	Web:	Implemented	Application.RequestUserAuthorization/HasUserAuthorization	API:	and	sets	the	front	facing	mode	of	devices	that	don't	include	"front"	or	"back"	in	their	label	to	true	(1283191)	WebGL:	Fixed	clearing	of	user	template
variables	when	template	is	switched.	(1328657)	WebGL:	Removed	255	character	limit	for	audio	file	urls.	(1327368)	Windows:	Fixed	Screen.currentResolution	containing	incorrectly	rounded	refresh	rate.	(UUM-1512)	Windows:	Fixed	the	game	window	teleporting	to	another	display	on	certain	display	setups	when	switching	to	exclusive	fullscreen	mode
at	resolution	that's	significantly	lower	than	the	display's	native	resolution.	(UUM-1513)	XR:	Fixed	XR	devices	not	following	RunInBackground	setting	in	Player	Setting	on	PC	standalone	and	playmode	in	Editor.	Page	2We	are	happy	to	announce	Unity	2020.3.31f1.	The	release	notes	and	the	corresponding	issue	tracker	link	for	issues	fixed	in	this	release
are	as	shown	below.	Asset	-	Database:	Texture	size	increased	on	first	build	when	'Compress	Textures/Assets	on	Import'	is	enabled	(1397965)	Asset	Bundles:	Asset	Bundle	size	incrementally	increases	when	updating	the	Unity	Editor	and	rebuilding	the	Asset	Bundle	(1391542)	DOTS:	"IndexOutOfRangeException"	errors	appear	when	entering	Play	Mode
if	using	"AsDeferredJobArray"	(1395710)	GI:	If	a	user	is	experience	lighting	coruption	they	be	may	required	to	reimport	due	to	a	fix	to	which	correctly	fixes	a	Uv	unwrapping	issue	(1330830).	IL2CPP:	Build	fails	on	Try	block	ends	without	any	catch,	finally,	nor	fault	handler	(1400410)	Inspector	Framework:	LEGO	microgame,	missing	dropdown	from
inspector	Specific	Action	field	(1387037)	Metal:	Consistent	EditorLoop	5-10ms	spikes	when	using	Metal	API	(1378985)	Metal:	Editor	crashes	on	BufferMetal::IsBusy	after	opening	a	Scene	(1405248)	Progressive	Lightmapper:	[macOS]	BugReporter	doesn't	get	invoked	when	the	project	crashes	(1219458)	Scene/Game	View:	Camera	resolution	is	set	to
default	when	opening	the	Editor	(1378321)	Shadows/Lights:	Scene	is	brighter	in	Standalone	player	if	it	was	open	in	the	Editor	at	build	time	(1375015)	Visual	Effects	-	Legacy:	[URP]	Particles	are	flickering	when	in	Play	Mode	(1390346)	Android:	Updated	some	APIs	to	support	the	behavior	changes	of	LocationManager	in	Android	12.	(1379467)	Asset
Bundles:	Improved	performance	of	Asset	Bundle	building	when	many	bundles	exist.	(1358059)	IL2CPP:	Improved	error	messages	when	we	cannot	compile	C++	code	due	to	Visual	C++	toolchain	or	Windows	SDK	being	not	installed	on	the	machine.	(1287868)	Physics:	Enabled	setting	inertia	tensor	to	be	equal	to	zero	(infinite).	(1394069)	Scripting:
Improved	AddComponent	so	it	scales	better	with	the	projects	amount	of	components.	(1278548)	Scripting:	Optimized	searching	for	scripts	when	the	assembly	name	is	not	supplied,	can	significantly	improve	performance	entering	PlayMode	amongst	other	areas.	2D:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	animation	window's	preview	of	IK	targets	would	not	be	the
same	as	in	Play	Mode.	(1391590)	AI:	Fixed	NavMeshAgent	teleports	to	a	wrong	location	when	reaching	a	border	carved	by	a	NavMeshObstacle.	(1363687)	Android:	Fixed	a	crash	when	using	a	custom	cursor.	(1379249)	Android:	Fixed	a	crash	where	app	would	crash	if	it	was	put	to	background	before	Unity	initialisation	and	then	opened	via	URL.
(1391522)	Android:	Fixed	black	screen	when	resuming	application	with	native	dialog	present.	(1361532)	Android:	Fixed	Oculus	on-screen	keyboard	status	when	not	enabled	in	manifest.	(1361663)	Asset	Bundles:	Fixed	an	issue	that	when	copying	file	and	meta	on	disk,	renamed	asset	bundle	name	is	preserved.	(1385129)	Asset	Import:	Fixed	an	issue
that	AssetImportContext.AddObjectToAssets	does	not	work	in	AssetPostprocessor	methods.	(1393009)	Asset	Import:	Fixed	an	issue	that	Textures	passed	to	AssetPostprocessor	methods	have	no	name.	Asset	Import:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	VisualEffectImporter	logs	an	error	on	every	import.	(1405641)	Asset	Pipeline:	Fixed	an	issue	that	generating
previews	for	scenes	could	sometimes	block	saving	asset	until	finished.	(1330504)	Audio:	Fixed	a	bug	where	an	app	could	freeze	when	calling	Application.Quit	after	using	the	OnAudioFilterRead	callback.	(1356566)	Audio:	Fixed	not	being	able	to	undo	parameter	changes	from	dragging	in	the	GUI	widget	of	the	ParamEQ	and	Duck	Volume	effects.
(1262453)	Editor:	Fixed	an	issue	to	prevent	missing	segments	in	the	Bundle	Identifier	for	Apple	platforms	by	replacing	invalid	characters	with	hyphens	(similar	to	Xcode's	behaviour).	(1352216)	Editor:	Fixed	arrow	key	functionality	in	dialogs	in	the	Mac	Editor.	(1279832)	Editor:	Fixed	exceptions	when	assigning	array	size	via	array	size	field	in
ReorderableList	inspector	control.	Editor:	Fixed	model	preview	window	not	rendering	UVs	due	to	back	face	culling	being	turned	on.	(1379783)	Editor:	Fixed	ReorderableList	element	height	not	updating	when	dynamic	changes	to	list	content	happen.	(1341015,	1342485,	1342814)	GI:	Fixed	an	Editor	crash	in	Optix	when	Generating	Lighting	multiple
times.	(1358477)	Graphics:	Fixed	a	potential	stall	on	buffer	uploads	in	OpenGL	GfxDevice.	(1369478)	Graphics:	Fixed	Brief	garbage	frame	after	changing	resolution	on	Metal	by	ensuring	that	the	recreated	surface	on	size	change	doesn't	dispose	of	its	previously	rendered	contents.	(1383853)	Graphics:	Fixed	corruption	of	mip	levels	of	non-readable
ASTC	cubemap	texture.	(1383196)	Graphics:	Fixed	disappearing	mesh	when	"Keep	Quads"	is	enabled	in	import	settings.	(1327826)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	issue	with	IL2CPP	builds	where	user	had	configured	their	own	Newtonsoft	Json	DefaultSettings.	(1385676)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	undefined	invocation	behavior	for	unsigned	arguments.	(1388270)	iOS:	Fixed	an
issue	to	allow	picking	up	a	background	scene	if	no	foreground	scenes	were	found.	(1400794)	iOS:	Fixed	Screen.cutouts	returns	a	null	value	on	some	iPhones.	(1371461)	iOS:	Fixed	Screen.orientation	setting	to	ensures	Autorotation	is	disabled	when	manually	specifying	Portrait.	(1399856)	iOS:	Fixed	Screen.safeArea	returns	incorrect	height	value
when	constraining	rotation	to	landscape.	(1356217)	iOS:	Fixed	splash	screen	sometimes	showing	in	the	wrong	orientation.	(1400716)	iOS:	Fixed	TouchScreenKeyboard.selection	being	reverted	when	keyboard	animates.	(1381968)	Kernel:	Fixed	invalid	"System	is	running	out	of	memory"	error	on	macOS	M1	laptops.	(1386242)	macOS:	Fixed	"Already
have	uncommitted	encoder"	error	present	under	some	circumstances.	(1400691)	macOS:	Fixed	a	crash	when	passing	'-force-glcore'	to	Unity	Editor	on	macOS.	(1374768)	macOS:	Fixed	an	issue	that	UnityEngine.SystemInfo.processorFrequency	returns	0	on	Apple	Silicon.	(1396529)	macOS:	Fixed	incorrect	resolution	of	some	editor	windows	when
moving	the	Editor	from	a	built-in	monitor	to	an	external	one	while	in	full-screen.	(1390919)	Mono:	Fixed	a	few	SocketAsyncEventArgs	methods	previously	unimplemented.	(1388925)	Package	Manager:	Fixed	an	issue	where	changes	in	the	project	manifest	wouldn't	be	applied	when	autorefresh	is	disabled.	(1292471)	Package	Manager:	Fixed	the	issue
where	loading	spinners	does	not	disappear	when	stopped.	Package	Manager:	Fixed	the	issue	where	the	Package	Manager	UI	doesn't	warn	the	user	when	the	.unitypackage	is	not	compatible	with	the	current	version	of	Unity	by	adding	a	downgrade	option	with	warning.	(1403447)	Particles:	Fixed	an	issue	that	the	Trail	material	is	restored	now	if
module	is	toggled	off	then	on	again.	(1363211)	Particles:	Fixed	memory	overwrite	when	using	trails	and	ringbuffer	mode	together.	(1378274)	Particles:	Fixed	offset	param	in	NativeArray	overload	of	SetPaticles	API.	(1376804)	Physics:	Fixed	ArticulationBody.SetJointPositions	and	similar	setter	using	List.Capacity	instead	of	List.Count	to	determine	the
element	count	and	throwing	errors	because	of	that.	(1347970)	Profiler:	Fixed	Profiler	Rendering	module	not	showing	stats	when	profiling	Editor.	(1382934)	Scene/Game	View:	Fixed	picking	in	sceneview	for	materials	with	non-2D	_MainTex	textures.	(1288999)	Scripting:	Fixed	an	issue	where	TypeCache.GetDerivedTypesFrom	could	return	duplicate
entries.	(1369411)	Scripting:	Fixed	double-clicking	on	a	message	after	a	domain	reload	not	generating	the	correct	.sln	file	version	with	Visual	Studio.	Serialization:	Fixed	SerializedProperty.DataEquals	for	strings	and	array	case	which	was	not	comparing	the	content.	(1394833)	Shaders:	Fixed	an	issue	that	the	Pragma	directives	with	"_local"	suffix	that
specify	shader	stage	will	now	generate	an	error	if	the	stage	is	specified	before	the	"_local"	suffix	instead	of	silently	ignoring	the	directive	altogether.	(1388229)	uGUI:	Fixed	an	issue	when	the	RectMask2D	component	would	not	work	properly	when	used	on	large	images.	(1369118)	UI	Toolkit:	Fixed	an	issue	that	the	Editor	Window	does	not	preserve
the	minimum	height	and	width	of	UI	Elements	when	resizing	it.	(1313077)	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Fixed	an	issue	that	Unity	generated	UWP	project	uses	hardcoded	value	of	en-US.	(1342532)	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Fixed	black	square	appearing	with	custom	cursors	in	Executable	Only	build.	(1299579)	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Fixed
playing	videos	back	from	outside	the	application/application	data	folders	if	the	app	has	permissions	to	do	so	(for	instance,	the	Videos	library).	(1376489)	Windows:	Fixed	a	crash	with	'Copying	file	failed'	error	on	Windows	when	importing	a	file	from	WinRAR	Archiver.	(1325310)	Windows:	Fixed	absolute	mouse	position	when	mouse	acceleration	is
enabled.	(1221634)	Windows:	Fixed	Unity	detecting	incorrect	mouse	position	when	using	a	touch	screen	display.	(1322364)	OS:	Windows	7	SP1+,	10,	64-bit	versions	only;	macOS	10.13+.	(Server	versions	of	Windows	&	OS	X	are	not	tested.)CPU:	SSE2	instruction	set	support.GPU:	Graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities.The	rest
mostly	depends	on	the	complexity	of	your	projects.	iOS:	Mac	computer	running	minimum	macOS	10.13+	and	Xcode	9.0	or	higher.	Android:	Android	SDK	and	Java	Development	Kit	(JDK);	IL2CPP	scripting	backend	requires	Android	NDK.	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Windows	10	(64-bit),	Visual	Studio	2015	with	C++	Tools	component	or	later	and
Windows	10	SDK	Generally	content	developed	with	Unity	can	run	pretty	much	everywhere.	How	well	it	runs	is	dependent	on	the	complexity	of	your	project.	More	detailed	requirements:	Desktop:	OS:	Windows	7	SP1+,	macOS	10.13+,	Ubuntu	18.04+	Graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities.	CPU:	SSE2	instruction	set	support.	iOS
player	requires	iOS	11.0	or	higher.	Android:	OS	4.4	or	later;	ARMv7	CPU	with	NEON	support;	OpenGL	ES	2.0	or	later.	WebGL:	Any	recent	desktop	version	of	Firefox,	Chrome,	Edge	or	Safari.	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Windows	10	and	a	graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities	Exported	Android	Gradle	projects	require	Android
Studio	3.4	and	later	to	build	Page	3We	are	happy	to	announce	Unity	2020.3.24f1.	The	release	notes	and	the	corresponding	issue	tracker	link	for	issues	fixed	in	this	release	are	as	shown	below.	AI:	NavMesh	Agent	can	not	pass	through	passable	area	between	carving	NavMesh	Obstacles	(1346325)	Android:	'Not	enough	storage	space	to	install	required
resources'	error	when	building	App	Bundle	with	Split	Application	Binary	(1372558)	Android:	Sometimes	text	is	not	rendered	when	using	OpengLES3	on	a	Xiaomi	Redmi9A	device.	(1347186)	Asset	Bundles:	Building	process	of	the	AssetBundles	is	slow	when	there	is	a	huge	filecount.	(1358059)	Build	Pipeline:	Windows	build	fails	when	using	Deltatre
Magma	Engine	(1382217)	GI:	If	a	user	is	experience	lighting	coruption	they	be	may	required	to	reimport	due	to	a	fix	to	which	correctly	fixes	a	Uv	unwrapping	issue	(1330830).	Input:	Input.GetKey	does	not	trigger	when	the	mouse	cursor	is	outside	the	Game	window	(1358134)	Linux:	Editor	crashes	at	"__assert_fail_base.cold"	when	opening	a	project
(Linux)	(1375312)	MacOS:	[OSX][Editor]	DirectoryNotFoundException	errors	appear	when	a	project	is	created	inside	a	directory	with	unicode	characters	(1377915)	Progressive	Lightmapper:	[LightProbes]	Probes	lose	their	lighting	data	after	entering	Play	mode	when	Baked	and	Realtime	GI	are	enabled	(1052045)	Scene	Management:	Instantiated
FBX	through	code	throws	error	after	leaving	Play	Mode	(1363573)	Scene/Game	View:	Icon	attached	to	MonoBehaviour	script	disappears	when	Selecting	the	GameObject	(1379500)	Serialization:	[CacheServer]	Editor	crashes	when	"IP	Address"	in	Project	Settings	is	empty	(1373314)	Shadows/Lights:	Scene	is	brighter	in	Standalone	player	if	it	was
open	in	the	Editor	at	build	time	(1375015)	Shuriken:	[Particles]	Inspector	breaks	and	errors	are	thrown	when	the	Material	field	is	deleted	from	the	Particle	System	(1379541)	Templates:	Editor	crashes	when	exiting	and	keeping	a	tutorial	project	(1338299)	WebGL:	Creating	a	mesh	in	Play	Mode	causes	a	"abnormal	mesh	bounds"	error	when	build
target	is	WebGL	(1364263)	Input	System:	Added	support	for	PS5	DualSense	controllers	on	Mac	and	Windows.	Version	Control:	Added	option	to	"Add	to	ignore	file"	in	context	menu	in	the	project	view	Added	empty	state	message	for	Pending	Changes	tab.	Added	success	state	message	for	Pending	Changes	tab.	Added	metrics	for	Branches	tab
functionalities.	iOS:	Added	ProMotion	support	on	ios15	and	new	devices	(iphone13	family).	(1374612)	iOS:	Added	support	for	iPhones,	iPads	and	Apple	TV	released	in	2021.	(1367775)	Package:	Fixed	property	drawing	when	manually	drawing	a	property	that	was	hidden	with	[HideInInspector].	Release	notes	available	here:
1.2/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	(1298368)	Package:	Updated	com.unity.ide.visualstudio	package	to	2.0.12.	Release	notes	available	here:	2.0/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	Particles:	Improved	type	lookup	speed	for	SetParticles	and	GetParticles.	(1373296)	Version	Control:	Fixed	console	error	when	selecting	object	in	Scene	view	hierarchy	or
creating	a	new	asset.	Version	Control:	Fixed	NullReferenceException	after	closing	the	Plastic	SCM	window.	Version	Control:	Fixed	UI	overlays	in	Project	view	missing	on	changed	assets	when	force	checkout	is	disabled.	Windows:	Added	Windows	11	support	in	SystemInfo.operatingSystem.	(1372750)	XR:	Updated	WMR	XR	SDK	Plug-on	to	4.6.1.
Release	notes	available	here:	4.6/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	Apple	TV:	Added:	Identifier	for	2nd	generation	Apple	TV	4K.	Apple	TV:	Changed:	Identifiers	for	Apple	TV	HD	and	first	generation	Apple	TV	4K.	iOS:	Added:	Identifiers	for	all	iPhone	13	models,	6th	generation	iPad	Minis,	9th	generation	iPads.	Input	System:	Updated	Input	System	to	1.2.0.
Release	notes	available	here:	1.2/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	Version	Control:	Changed	the	default	metadata	columns	shown	in	the	Incoming	Changes	screen.	Version	Control:	Removed	pinstriping	in	the	Gluon	Incoming	Changes	window.	Version	Control:	Removed	the	"Nothing	to	download"	bar	from	the	Incoming	Changes	window	when	there	are
no	items	to	download.	Version	Control:	Updated	the	alignment	of	sorting	arrows	to	the	right	of	the	column.	XR:	Updated	XR	Management	to	4.2.0.	Release	notes	available	here:	4.2/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	2D:	Fixed	a	crash	when	disabling	the	Optimize	Geometry	option	on	a	Sprite	Shape	Controller.	(1364012)	Android:	Fixed	a	performance
regression	when	using	MSAA	backbuffer	with	Vulkan.	(1351579)	Android:	Fixed	an	issue	with	BuildIl2CppTask	now	it	is	correctly	formed	with	--enable-debugger	when	using	Export	Project	with	Script	Debugging.	(1369680)	Animation:	Fixed	an	issue	of	the	use	of	PropertyStreamHandle	with	Addressable	AnimatorController.	(1341031)	Asset	Pipeline:
Fixed	an	issue	that	the	progress	bar	shows	full	during	the	import	of	assets.	(1337397)	Build	Pipeline:	Fixed	GlobalObjectIdGlobalObjectIdentifiersToObjectsSlow	and	it	no	longer	returns	random	objects	when	then	GlobalObjectId	references	a	non-existing	object.	(1291291)	Build	System:	Fixed	an	error	"Cannot	find	mono	image	in	MonoManager	for
assembly	x"	during	assembly	reload	when	calling	ContentBuildInterface:GetPlayerObjectIdentifiersInAsset.	DX12:	Fixed	linear	colorspace	screenshots	being	broken	when	swapchain	resolution	mismatched	with	window	resolution.	(1379073)	Editor:	Fixed	an	Editor	crash	when	using	-quit	command	line	argument	on	MacOS.	(1362461)	Editor:	Fixed	an
issue	that	the	PropertyField	methods	do	not	include	ReorderableList	children	by	default.	(1336112)	Editor:	Fixed	an	issue	that	the	reflection	probe	baking	sometimes	containing	the	cyan	loading	shader.	(1368213)	Editor:	Fixed	an	issue	that	the	Unity	Package	Manager	diagnostic	tool	fails	to	run	when	started	via	the	launch	script.	GI:	Fixed	an	infinite
loop	for	light	baking	when	unloading	a	light	baked	scene	while	another	scene	is	open.	(1337508)	Graphics:	Fixed	a	D3D12	validation	error	on	render	target	and	a	pipeline	state	sample	count	mismatch.	(1371812)	Graphics:	Fixed	a	NativeArray	de-allocation	error	when	using	the	results	of	Texture2D.GetPixelData	in	multiple	jobs	per	frame.	(1359263)
Graphics:	Fixed	an	issue	that	Texture	Memory	in	Memory	Profiler	Module	was	not	updated	when	profiling	a	Vulkan	build.	(1351803)	Graphics:	Fixed	an	issue	where	memory	would	leak	from	mesh	due	to	mismatching	memory	labels.	(1362505)	Graphics:	Fixed	incorrect	compression	of	8k	ETC	textures	using	the	Crunch	compressor.	(1346908)	Input
System:	Fixed	a	performance	issue	on	entering/exiting	play-mode	where	HID	device	capabilities	JSON	could	be	parsed	multiple	times	for	a	single	device.	(1362733)	Input	System:	Fixed	a	problem	where	explicitly	switching	to	the	already	active	control	scheme	and	device	set	for	PlayerInput	would	cancel	event	callbacks	for	no	reason	when	the	control
scheme	switch	would	have	no	practical	effect.	This	fix	detects	and	skips	device	unpairing	and	re-pairing	if	the	switch	is	detected	to	not	be	a	change	to	scheme	or	devices.	(1342297)	Input	System:	Fixed	a	problem	where	only	using	runtimes	that	are	not	XR	supported	causes	a	compile	error.	This	fix	adds	back	in	ENABLE_VR	checks	to	prevent	this
issue.	Input	System:	Fixed	an	error	"Default	constructor	not	found	for	type	UnityEngine.InputSystem.iOS.LowLevel.iOSStepCounter"	and	any	other	potential	exceptions	due	to	classes,	methods,	fields	and	properties	being	stripped	when	managed	stripping	setting	is	set	to	medium	or	high.	(1368761)	Input	System:	Fixed	an	incorrect	generic	gamepad
short	display	button	names	mapping.	Input	System:	Fixed	an	issue	where	InvalidOperationException	is	thrown	if	an	input	for	an	action	with	multiple	interactions	is	held	while	disconnecting	the	device.	(1354098)	Input	System:	Fixed	an	issue	where	resetting	an	action	via	InputAction.Reset()	while	being	in	disabled	state	would	prevent	the	action	from
being	enabled	again.	(1370732)	Input	System:	Fixed	current	being	null	for	sensors	(Accelerometer.current,	others).	(1371204)	Input	System:	Fixed	handling	of	exception	in	InputManager.OnUpdate	and	now	the	system	will	try	to	handle	the	exception	and	recover	into	a	working	state.	Input	System:	Fixed	input	action	for	Android	gamepad's	right	stick
will	be	correctly	invoked	when	only	the	Y-axis	is	changing.	(1308637)	Input	System:	Fixed	action.ReadValue	and	others	returning	invalid	data	when	used	from	FixedUpdate	or	early	update	when	running	in	play	mode	in	the	editor.	(1368559)	Input	System:	Improved	the	user	experience	when	creating	single	vs	multi-touch	touchscreen	bindings	in	the
Input	Action	Asset	editor	by	making	both	options	visible	in	the	input	action	dropdown	menu.	Now	it's	not	neccessary	to	be	aware	of	the	touch\*/press	path	binding	syntax.	(1357664)	iOS:	Fixed	a	crash/hang	when	going	to	background	from	portrait	upside	down.	(1285042)	Particles:	Fixed	an	issue	that	texel	size	and	mask	interaction	shader	properties
are	missing	in	the	particle	system	renderer.	(1296392)	Profiler:	Fixed	a	rare	crash	on	Editor	shutdown.	(1372546)	Profiler:	Fixed	an	ArgumentOutOfRangeException	in	the	Module	Editor	when	enabling	deep	profiling	after	deleting	a	module.	(1335309)	Serialization:	Fixed	an	issue	that	classes	referred	by	value	will	also	be	considered	and	added	to	the
list	of	classes	not	to	be	stripped	when	performing	a	Player	Build	/	Asset	Bundle	Build	/	Addressable	Build,	in	addition	to	SerializeReference.	(1296195)	Serialization:	Fixed	missed	invocations	of	ISerializationCallbackReceiver.OnAfterDeserialization	and	asserts	arising	when	that	interface	is	implemented	on	structs	inside	a	MonoBehaviour	or
ScriptableObject	class,	along	with	the	presence	of	SerializeReference	fields.	(1372710)	Shaders:	Fixed	an	issue	with	Editor	using	some	default	data	until	a	shader	is	imported	or	compiled.	(1369645)	uGUI:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	text	inside	a	Canvas	would	sometimes	blink.	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Fixed	a	building	issue	and	now	generated
Visual	Studio	project	builds	correctly	on	Universal	Windows	Platform	with	Visual	Studio	2022.	(1378086)	Video:	Fixed	spamming	errors	in	the	Console	when	opening	imported	video	in	the	Inspector	tab	and	Target	Platform	is	set	to	UWP.	(1357597)	Windows:	Fixed	an	issue	where	files	get	locked	unnecessarily	by	UnityCrashHandler.exe	no	longer
inherits	all	Windows	handles	from	the	editor/player	when	launched.	XR:	Fixed	an	issue	where	duplicated	UnitySubsystemsManifest.json	files	were	added	while	building	XR	app	for	Android	with	Build	App	Bundle	option.	XR:	Fixed	an	issue	with	the	XR	plugin	interface	depth.	(1376203)	OS:	Windows	7	SP1+,	10,	64-bit	versions	only;	macOS	10.13+.
(Server	versions	of	Windows	&	OS	X	are	not	tested.)CPU:	SSE2	instruction	set	support.GPU:	Graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities.The	rest	mostly	depends	on	the	complexity	of	your	projects.	iOS:	Mac	computer	running	minimum	macOS	10.13+	and	Xcode	9.0	or	higher.	Android:	Android	SDK	and	Java	Development	Kit	(JDK);
IL2CPP	scripting	backend	requires	Android	NDK.	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Windows	10	(64-bit),	Visual	Studio	2015	with	C++	Tools	component	or	later	and	Windows	10	SDK	Generally	content	developed	with	Unity	can	run	pretty	much	everywhere.	How	well	it	runs	is	dependent	on	the	complexity	of	your	project.	More	detailed	requirements:
Desktop:	OS:	Windows	7	SP1+,	macOS	10.13+,	Ubuntu	18.04+	Graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities.	CPU:	SSE2	instruction	set	support.	iOS	player	requires	iOS	11.0	or	higher.	Android:	OS	4.4	or	later;	ARMv7	CPU	with	NEON	support;	OpenGL	ES	2.0	or	later.	WebGL:	Any	recent	desktop	version	of	Firefox,	Chrome,	Edge	or
Safari.	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Windows	10	and	a	graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities	Exported	Android	Gradle	projects	require	Android	Studio	3.4	and	later	to	build	Page	4We	are	happy	to	announce	Unity	2019.4.30f1.	The	release	notes	and	the	corresponding	issue	tracker	link	for	issues	fixed	in	this	release	are	as	shown
below.	Ads:	[Android]	Unity	Ad	return	app	to	Lock	screen	(1281041)	Animation:	Inspector	not	displaying	state	and	transition	properties	once	duplicated	(1251586)	Asset	Import	Pipeline:	Editor	crashes	with	out	of	memory	while	importing	a	lot	of	assets	(mostly	textures)	at	once,	on	Windows/DX11	(1324536)	Audio:	Crash	on
AudioCustomFilter::GetOrCreateDSP	when	recompiling	scripts	while	in	Play	Mode	(1354002)	Audio:	Crash	on	AudioMixer_CUSTOM_FindSnapshot	when	passing	null	as	an	argument	to	FindSnapshot()	(1341752)	Global	Illumination:	[LightProbes]	Probes	lose	their	lighting	data	after	entering	Play	mode	when	Baked	and	Realtime	GI	are	enabled
(1052045)	Global	Illumination:	[macOS]	BugReporter	doesn't	get	invoked	when	the	project	crashes	(1219458)	Graphics	-	General:	RenderTextures	break	after	switching	window	focus	(1179935)	Linux:	Menu	bar	"Assets"	submenu	items	are	disabled	after	visualizing	an	asset's	context	menu	in	Project	view	(1346205)	Linux:	Linux	Editor	crashes	at
"_XFreeX11XCBStructure"	when	loading	tutorials	(1323204)	Metal:	Performance	in	Game	View	is	significantly	impacted	by	Gfx.WaitForPresentOnGfxThread	when	a	second	monitor	is	connected	(1327408)	Mobile:	[Android]	Build	fails	when	there	are	680	or	more	files	in	the	Streaming	Assets	folder	(1272592)	Mono:	Crash	on
mono_thread_get_undeniable_exception	(1308625)	Mono:	[Mono	Upgrade]	CommandBuffer	native	plugin	events	hang	in	the	Editor	(1308216)	Packman:	User	can't	easily	configure	location	of	both	UPM	and	Asset	Store	package	local	cache	(1317232)	Scene	Management:	Crash	on	BuildPrefabInstanceCorrespondingObjectMap	when	overriding	nested
prefab	inside	AssetDatabase.StartAssetEditing()	block	(1324978)	Scripting:	Performance	degradation	when	activating	or	deactivating	uGUI	GameObject	(1348763)	Shadows/Lights:	Crash	on	ProgressiveRuntimeManager::GetGBufferChartTexture	when	entering	UV	Charts	mode	before	baking	lights	(1309632)	Terrain:	Terrain	Lit	Opacity	as	Density
option	causes	alpha'd	areas	on	the	5th	layer	or	greater	to	appear	with	artifacts	(1283124)	WebGL:	[iOS]	Video	is	not	playing	(1288692)	Android:	Added	boot-config/command-line	switch	"platform-android-cpucapacity-threshold"	that	can	be	used	to	specify	which	CPU	cores	are	treated	as	big	cores.	The	cpu	capacity	is	a	value	in	the	range	between	0
and	1024.	A	capacity	value	of	870	yields	the	same	behavior	as	before	the	fix	for	case	1349057.	Burst:	Update	Burst	package	to	1.4.11.	Please	refere	to	the	package	change	log	online	here:	1.4/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	Package:	Update	Addressables	to	1.18.9.	Please	refer	to	the	package	changelog	online	here:	1.18/changelog/CHANGELOG.html
Package:	Update	Scriptable	Build	Pipeline	to	1.19.0.	Please	refer	to	the	package	changelog	online	here:	1.19/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	Package	Manager:	Removed	confusing	function	call	traces	from	upm.log	file.	(1331947)	Package	Manager:	The	Package	Manager's	global	cache	root	folder,	which	is	used	to	store	downloaded	packages,	can	now
be	configured	using	the	UPM_CACHE_ROOT	environment	variable	or	the	cacheRoot	key	in	the	user	configuration	file.	Particles:	Optimize	Mesh	data	stripping	vertex	channels	that	are	used	by	particle	systems	when	the	mesh	is	included	in	assetbundles.	(1313420)	Version	Control:	Added	Checkin	and	Update	confirmation	notification	Version	Control:
Improved	load	time	performance.	Web:	Updated	UnityWebRequest's	libCurl	backend	(used	on	most	platforms)	WebGL:	Improved	error	messages	that	are	printed	when	a	build	to	WebGL	fails.	(1245847)	Shaders:	Shaders	that	specify	package	requirements	will	no	longer	produce	a	parsing	error.	Version	Control:	Simplified	and	decluttered	UI.	XR:	The
Oculus	XR	Plugin	package	has	been	updated	to	1.10.0.	Please	refer	to	the	package	changelog	online	here:	1.10/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	XR:	Updated	XR	Legacy	Input	Helpers	to	2.1.8.	Please	refer	to	the	package	changelog	online	here:	2.1/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	2D:	Fixed	a	crash	on	Tilemap::SetEditorPreviewTileAsset	when	trying	to
painting	on	an	invalid	Tilemap	component.	(1220442)	2D:	Fixed	an	issue	where	SystemInfo.deviceUniqueIdentifier	wa	not	actually	being	unique	on	some	Windows	7	machines.	2D:	Fixed	an	issue	where	user	was	unable	to	remove	Empty	Category	in	Sprite	Editor	after	changing	Sprite	Layer	name	with	external	image	editor.	(1328475)	AI:	Fixed	a	crash
caused	by	the	NavMesh	builder	code	in	very	rare	and	specific	configurations	of	the	world	geometry.	(1329346)	AI:	Fixed	a	rare	crash	that	happened	when	an	OffMeshLink	on	the	path	of	the	NavMeshAgent	was	disconnected	due	to	modifications	to	the	underlying	NavMesh.	(1298211)	AI:	Fixed	an	issue	where	OffMeshLink	and	NavMeshLink
sometimes	were	not	automatically	reconnecting	after	navigation	mesh	carving.	(1287238)	Android:	Fixed	a	crash	caused	by	an	uncaught	"java.lang.IllegalStateException:	The	specified	child	already	had	a	parent"	that	mainly	affects	Android	7.x.	(1347211)	Android:	Fixed	a	long	startup	on	Mali	GPUs	when	frame	timing	stats	was	enabled.	(1316285)
Android:	Fixed	an	issue	where	a	user	would	have	stale	touches	present	after	touching	the	screen	with	multiple	fingers.	Previously	Unity	was	incorrectly	handling	MotionEvent	ACTION_CANCEL	event,	and	was	only	canceling	one	touch,	where	in	reality	all	touches	must	be	canceled.	(1335140)	Android:	Fixed	an	isseu	where	Android	build	when
streaming	asset	had	quote	in	it's	name.	(1281934)	Android:	Fixed	an	issue	where	all	microphones	were	reporting	the	same	recording	state	when	bluetooth	microphone	was	connected.	(1298249)	Android:	Fixed	an	issue	where	selection	highlight	appeared	above	keyboard	when	"Hide	Mobile	Input"	was	enabled.	(1313620)	Android:	Fixed	an	issue
where	there	was	an	unresponsive	area	just	above	keyboard	when	"Hide	mobile	input"	was	checked.	(1305663)	Android:	Fixed	an	severe	disk	I/O	regression	issue	on	Android	5.0.x.	(1287681)	Asset	Pipeline:	Fixed	an	issue	for	loaded	native	assets	that	got	unnecessarily	reloaded	after	a	domain	reload.	(1323425)	Asset	Pipeline:	Fixed	an	issue	where
asset	hot-reloading	could	take	place,	even	when	no	assets	had	changed.	(1335843)	Asset	Pipeline:	Fixed	an	issue	where	duplicating	folders	and	assets	would	not	invokes	OnWillCreateAsset	callbacks	on	the	duplicated	items.	(949423)	Editor:	Fixed	a	Linux	editor	EndLayoutGroup	console	error	when	clicking	on	Material	shader	dropdown.	(1287721)
Editor:	Fixed	a	Linux	editor	GTK	timeout	error	when	opening	tooltips.	(1279878)	Editor:	Fixed	a	slow	Editor	startup	times	when	ShaderCache/EditorEncounteredVariants	had	grown	too	large.	(1330453)	Editor:	Fixed	an	ArgumentException	in	the	Linux	editor	when	a	tab	was	detached	from	the	primary	window.	Editor:	Fixed	an	issue	when	Unity	editor
was	in	lower	display	scaling	would	not	remain	maximized	on	Windows.	(1283299)	Editor:	Fixed	an	issue	where	a	maximized	instance	of	Unity	on	a	second,	lower	resolution	display	would	not	remain	maximized	on	that	display	when	the	Editor	was	restarted	on	Windows.	(1314966)	Editor:	Fixed	an	issue	where	ScreenCapture.CaptureScreenshot	in	the
Editor	did	not	works	as	expected	on	Vulkan	Graphics	API.	(1338579)	Editor:	Fixed	an	issue	where	tablet	users	had	trouble	using	scrollbars	because	the	splitter	gets	in	the	way,	since	the	picking	zones	were	increased	for	touch	(tablet	+	finger).	The	behavior	is	reverted.	(1240329)	Editor:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	Linux	editor	player	settings	window
was	spamming	console	with	error	messages.	(1291443)	Editor:	Fixed	an	issue	where	there	was	no	basic	system	information	logged	when	launching	the	Editor	to	the	log	file	on	macOS	or	Linux.	(1325370)	Editor:	Fixed	mouse	hide	issue	in	windows	editor	playmode.	(1273522)	Game	Core:	Fixed	a	crash	caused	by	invalid	data	in	resource	versioning.
(1339469)	GI:	Fixed	a	crash	when	baking	with	Enlighten	on	a	system	with	more	than	64	threads.	(1229259)	GI:	Fixed	an	issue	when	TempBuffer	was	not	released	in	memory	when	using	deprecated	Realtime	Global	Illumination.	(1206727)	GI:	Fixed	an	issue	where	Light	Probe	Proxy	Volumes	on	Automatic	mode	were	not	being	updated,	when	baked
probe	coefficients	were	changed	in	the	editor	while	in	play	mode.	(1265289)	GI:	Fixed	an	issue	where	there	was	no	Gizmo	for	the	Disc	Light.	(1273193)	Graphics:	Fixed	a	crash	with	accessing	individual	pixels	on	crunch	compressed	texture.	This	should	now	throw	an	error	instead.	(1314831)	Graphics:	Fixed	a	rare	async	texture	uploading	deadlock
when	synchronously	blocking.	(1353805)	Graphics:	Fixed	an	issue	when	dynamic	scaling	was	enabled	and	a	Render	Target	was	attached	to	a	Camera	the	ScreenTo	and	ToScreen	functions	would	no	longer	use	the	scaled	viewport	size,	instead	match	the	behaviour	when	a	Render	Target	wat	not	attached	as	per	the	documentation.	(1329240)	Graphics:
Fixed	an	issue	where	Encoding	RFloat	and	RHalf	to	PNG,	JPG	or	TGA	would	not	encode	to	a	grayscale	image.	(1325643)	Graphics:	Fixed	an	issue	where	MeshRenderer	would	render	a	mesh	when	the	MeshFilter	had	been	removed	while	editing	the	prefab	in	context.	(1251154)	Graphics:	Fixed	an	occasional	error	message	if	getting	trail	positions	from
script.	(1335899)	Graphics:	Fixed	hue	variation	color	selector	issue	for	speedtree7	materials.	(1326227)	Graphics:	Fixed	inconsistencyissue	in	anisotropic	level	setting	across	temporary	RenderTextures.	(1319319)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	a	crash	in	the	runtime	when	a	managed	thread	object	had	been	destroyed	was	used	from	a	finalizer.	(1341024)	IL2CPP:
Fixed	an	issue	where	a	required	System.Uri	constructor	was	being	stripped	in	Medium	or	High	stripping	modes.	(1338763)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	an	issue	where	an	embedded	resources	was	not	loaded	on	an	assembly	processed	with	ILRepack.	(1323772)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	an	issue	where	unaligned	reads	and	writes	which	occur	in	the
System.Runtime.CompilerServices.Unsafe.dll	assembly	(among	others)	on	ARMv7	where	not	handled	properly.	(1343375)	IL2CPP:	Fxed	a	crash	when	calling	DynamicInvoke	on	delegate	returned	from	Marshal.GetDelegateForFunctionPointer().	(1335306)	iOS:	Fixed	'end	Encoding'	crash	when	force	closing	iOS	application.	(1329593)	iOS:	Fixed	a
crash	when	using	several	Application.RequestUserAuthorization	in	coroutine.	(1323715)	iOS:	Fixed	a	query	of	Display	native	resolution	issue.	(1342424)	iOS:	Fixed	an	issue	where	Mute	Other	Audio	Sources	was	not	muting	background	audio	on	a	device	when	toggled	on	when	Unity	audio	was	enabled.	(1335093)	iOS:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the
password	input	cleared	on	first	character	when	touch	keyboard	input	was	hidden.	(1251498)	macOS:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	usage	description	fields	for	macOS	in	player	settings	were	not	visible	on	Windows	and	Linux	editors.	(1323741)	macOS:	Fixed	Windows	and	Linux	native	plugins	that	were	getting	included	into	the	generated	Xcode	project.
(1321049)	Networking:	Fixed	an	issue	where	UnityWebRequest	did	not	supports	gzip	compression	on	Windows.	(1343274)	Nintendo	Switch:	Fixed	a	shader	precision	issue	that	could	cause	artifacts	in	Terrain	rendering.	(1345800)	Package	Manager:	Fixed	an	issue	where	removing	a	project	dependency	using	PackageManager.Client.Remove	would
throw	an	error	when	the	project	manifest	has	no	dependencies	property.	(1324067)	Particles:	Fixed	a	fog	issue	in	all	blend	modes	of	the	Standard	Unlit	shader.	(1297332)	Particles:	Fixed	an	occasional	error	message	and	invalid	bounding	box,	when	using	the	Collision	Module	in	Planes	mode.	(1282268)	Physics:	Fixed	a	crash	in
"PhysicsScene2D::UpdateJoints()".	(1342152)	Prefabs:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	use	could	not	move/rotate/scale	static	objects	in	Prefab	Mode	when	playing.	(1343040)	Profiler:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	Profiler	was	showing	metadata	for	sliced	samples	only	in	the	first	frame.	(1133819)	Project	Browser:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	folder	icon	never
changed	back	to	empty	icon	when	the	folder	was	expanded	in	Project	Browser	when	the	last	item	was	removed.	(1330467)	PS5:	Fixed	a	crash	that	can	occur	in	ReadbackImage	with	a	R8	texture	format.	(1348451)	Scripting:	Fixed	a	crash	when	closing	the	editor	after	a	failed	AssetBundle.LoadFromStreamAsync	operation.	(1331280)	Scripting:	Fixed
an	issue	where	globalgamemanagers.assets	to	contain	scripts	that	will	be	part	of	the	player	builds.	(1335997)	Serialization:	Fixed	the	issue	where	Editor	freezes	when	clicking	on	Presets	while	being	in	a	Project	settings	subwindow.	(1334751)	Shaders:	Fixed	a	crash	when	attempting	to	use	a	compute	buffer	created	with	0	length.	Shaders:	Fixed	an
issue	where	the	Properties	section	could	not	be	folded	in	the	Shader	Inspector.	(1350236)	Shaders:	Fixed	incorrect	memory	attribution	in	the	profiler	for	shader	variants.	(1328654)	UI	Toolkit:	Fixed	a	corruption	of	the	stencil	buffer	issue	caused	by	misplaced	geometry	used	to	pop	masks.	(1332741)	UI	Toolkit:	Fixed	a	read	only	fields	mouse	dragger
issue.	(1337002)	UI	Toolkit:	Fixed	an	issue	were	there	was	a	wrong	addressing	of	dynamic	transforms	when	new	atlas	slot	was	used.	(1293058)	UI	Toolkit:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	disabled	state	did	not	properly	showing	after	a	hierarchical	changes	were	applied.	(1321042)	UI	Toolkit:	Fixed	an	issue	with	inspector	fields	failing	to	get	focused	when
clicks	depend	on	neighboring	fields.	(1335344)	Version	Control:	Fixed	a	SSO	renew	token	issue	after	a	password	change.	Version	Control:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	contextual	menu	was	not	showing	up	in	project	view.	Version	Control:	Fixed	an	issue	where	view	was	not	switching	to	workspace	after	creating	an	Enterprise	Gluon	workspace.	Version
Control:	Fixed	some	namespace	collisions	issue	with	Antlr3.	Video:	Fixed	an	issue	where	Audio	was	delayed	when	pausing	VideoPlayer.	(1316817)	Video:	Fixed	an	issue	where	a	Video	clip	with	unsupported	audio	track	was	not	usable.	(1327470)	Video:	Fixed	an	issue	where	Audio	did	not	play	during	VideoPlayer.Prepare.	(1316819)	Video:	Fixed	an
issue	where	Audio	was	desynchronized	when	playing	via	AudioSource.	(1304061)	Video:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	VideoPlayer	was	not	working	on	some	AMD	switchable	GPUs.	(1237818)	Video:	Fixed	an	issue	where	VideoPlayback	was	leaked	if	destroyed	while	seeking.	(1308317)	WebGL:	Fixed	a	WebAssembly	trap	when	a	touch	point	got	canceled
on	mobile	devices.	(1262657)	Windows:	Fixed	an	issue	where	Input	System	was	failing	to	detect	gamepad	if	it	was	connected	during	splash	screen	logos.	(1328742)	Windows:	Fixed	an	issue	where	object	selector	would	not	opens	in	between	two	windows	in	side-by-side	multi-monitor	setups.	(1289440)	Windows:	Fixed	an	issue	where
SystemInfo.deviceUniqueIdentifier	was	not	actually	being	unique	on	some	Windows	7	machines.	(1339021)	Windows:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	Input	System	failed	to	detect	a	touchscreen	device	connected	after	startup.	(1305703)	Windows:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	mouse	deltas	was	always	0	when	running	Windows	in	a	VM.	(1303445)	Windows:
Fixed	an	issue	where	Windows	Standalone	builds	crashed	when	the	window	was	resized	on	startup	(for	instance,	when	using	-monitor	command	line	argument	to	move	the	window	to	a	display	with	different	DPI	settings).	(1338515)	Windows:	Fixed	IME	composition	text	duplicating	between	InputFields	due	to	bugs	in	3rd	party	Chinese	IMEs.	(977600)
XR:	Fixed	an	issue	where	MTLCommandEncoder	was	nog	available	at	frame	submission	time	for	display	providers	when	in	XR	mode.	(1329853)	XR:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	Splash	screen	did	not	sends	correct	zNear	and	zFar	values	to	XRDisplaySystem.	(1349851)	OS:	Windows	7	SP1+,	8,	10,	64-bit	versions	only;	macOS	10.12+.	(Server	versions	of
Windows	&	OS	X	are	not	tested.)CPU:	SSE2	instruction	set	support.GPU:	Graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities.The	rest	mostly	depends	on	the	complexity	of	your	projects.	iOS:	Mac	computer	running	minimum	macOS	10.12.6	and	Xcode	9.4	or	higher.	Android:	Android	SDK	and	Java	Development	Kit	(JDK);	IL2CPP	scripting
backend	requires	Android	NDK.	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Windows	10	(64-bit),	Visual	Studio	2015	with	C++	Tools	component	or	later	and	Windows	10	SDK	Generally	content	developed	with	Unity	can	run	pretty	much	everywhere.	How	well	it	runs	is	dependent	on	the	complexity	of	your	project.	More	detailed	requirements:	Desktop:	OS:	Windows
7	SP1+,	macOS	10.12+,	Ubuntu	16.04+	Graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities.	CPU:	SSE2	instruction	set	support.	iOS	player	requires	iOS	10.0	or	higher.	Android:	OS	4.4	or	later;	ARMv7	CPU	with	NEON	support;	OpenGL	ES	2.0	or	later.	WebGL:	Any	recent	desktop	version	of	Firefox,	Chrome,	Edge	or	Safari.	Universal	Windows
Platform:	Windows	10	and	a	graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities	Exported	Android	Gradle	projects	require	Android	Studio	3.4	and	later	to	build	Page	5We	are	happy	to	announce	Unity	2020.3.12f1.	The	release	notes	and	the	corresponding	issue	tracker	link	for	issues	fixed	in	this	release	are	as	shown	below.	AI:	Crash	with
ComputeTileMeshJob	when	generating	Navmesh	(1329346)	Animation:	[Performance	Regression]	AnimationWindowState:get_allCurves	takes	approximately	5000ms	to	load	animation	in	the	Animation	window	(1320250)	Asset	Import	Pipeline:	Infinity	loop	on	importing	Assets,	when	building	appx	package	via	MRTK	build	window	(1339823)	Asset
Import	Pipeline:	Prefabs	are	reimporting	every	time	a	code	change	is	made	(1294785)	Global	Illumination:	Crash	while	sculpting	Terrain	and	Baking	Lightmaps	(1266511)	Global	Illumination:	Reflection	probes	don't	contain	indirect	scene	lighting	after	the	on-demand	GI	bake	from	the	Lighting	window	(1324246)	Global	Illumination:	Reflection	probes
must	be	rebaked	twice	to	update	when	using	"Generate	Lighting"	button	(1334283)	IL2CPP:	Build	fails	when	using	a	combination	of	messages,	SyncVars	and	SyncList	in	a	project	(1328966)	Linux:	Editor	crashes	at	'GfxFramebufferGLES::SetBackBufferColorDepthSurface'	or	freezes	when	creating	a	new	shortcut	profile	(1334874)	Linux:	Linux	Editor
crashes	at	"_XFreeX11XCBStructure"	when	loading	tutorials	(1323204)	Metal:	Performance	in	Game	View	is	significantly	impacted	by	Gfx.WaitForPresentOnGfxThread	when	a	second	monitor	is	connected	(1327408)	Mobile	Graphics:	[iOS]	Player	crashing	when	connecting	external	Display	via	USB-C	port	(1321153)	OpenGL:	SRP	Batcher	not	working
with	OpenGL	APIs	when	the	project	is	built	(1331098)	Packman:	Package	Manager/My	Assets:	401	Response	code	trying	to	download	a	paid	asset	store	package	(1335976)	Packman:	User	can't	easily	configure	location	of	both	UPM	and	Asset	Store	package	local	cache	(1317232)	Polybrush:	[PolyBrush]	Something	went	wrong	saving	brush	settings
Warning	is	thrown	when	Saving	a	Brush	after	opening	the	PolyBrush	Window	(1315475)	Profiling:	GarbageCollectAssets	is	triggered	frequently	when	higher	frame	counts	are	set	(1332708)	Profiling:	Poor	profiler	performance	when	navigating	the	timeline	view	and	reviewing	data	with	many	threads	(1339407)	Scene	Management:	Crash	on
BuildPrefabInstanceCorrespondingObjectMap	when	overriding	nested	prefab	inside	AssetDatabase.StartAssetEditing()	block	(1324978)	Scripting:	Crashes	on	mono_class_init	when	entering	Play	Mode	after	recompiling	scripts	(1262671)	Scripting:	Increased	Script	Assembly	reload	time	(1323490)	Scripting:	[Android][Mono][IL2CPP]	"Unable	to	find
libc"	error	thrown	when	executing	certain	SslStream	constructor	(1022228)	Templates:	Editor	Crashes	when	performing	Undo	and	Redo	after	duplicating	Game	Object	with	LEGO	Model	Asset	component	(1298503)	Templates:	[Linux]	Missing	libdl.so	library	causes	crash	when	entering	Playmode	for	the	second	time	or	closing	the	Editor	(1237642)
Terrain:	Crash	on	TreeRenderer::WillRenderTrees	when	being	in	Play	Mode	for	several	seconds	(1317966)	uGUI:	RectMask2D	Softness	property	has	no	effect	when	used	on	TextMeshPro	Text	(1331297)	Windows:	Editor	crashes	when	exiting	and	keeping	a	tutorial	project	(1338299)	IL2CPP:	Correctly	provide	the	source	file	hash	so	that	a	managed
debugger	can	determine	when	a	source	file	has	changed	and	provide	a	proper	warning.	Particles:	Add	support	for	copy/paste	of	entire	modules	via	the	module	header	context	menu.	(1314490)	Profiler:	Added	missing	memory	labels	sizes	to	the	memory	snapshot	format,	in	order	to	give	real	value	to	the	prexisting	label	list.	Api	for	access	this	data	will
be	found	inside	the	memory	profiler	package	Profiler:	Added	profiler	memory	stats	data,	data	is	similar	to	the	Profiler	Module	data	found	in	the	Profiler	Window	Profiler:	Added	profiler	target	data	to	memory	snapshot	format,	data	consists	of	elements	such	as	unity	version,	product	name,	total	gfx	memory,	total	physical	memory	etc.	Profiler:	Encoded
managed	heap	section	type	inside	the	snapshot	format,	for	retrieval	via	the	memory	profiler	package	Profiler:	Reworked	native	connection	reporting	for	the	memory	profiler	in	order	to	properly	report	connections	between	assets	Android:	Update	Android	Logcat	package	version	to	1.2.2.	See	the	package	change	log	for	full	details.
1.2/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	Graphics:	Update	Postprocessing	v2	package	to	3.1.1	version.	See	the	package	change	log	for	full	details.	3.1/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	Package:	com.unity.purchasing	updated	to	3.2.1.	Please	refer	to	the	package	changelog	online	here:	3.2/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	Package:	Updated	com.unity.cinemachine
to	2.6.5	version.	See	the	pacakge	change	log	for	full	details.	2.6/changelog/CHANGELOG.html	2D:	Fixed	an	issue	where	changing	the	texture	spritemode	when	there	were	unsaved	changes	in	Sprite	Editor	causes	error.	(1290045)	2D:	Fixed	an	issue	where	Sprite	Editor	Window	was	not	resetting	correctly	after	applying	in	certain	occasions.	(1322204)
2D:	Fixed	an	issue	where	Sprite	Editor	Window	would	not	update	when	selection	change	was	done	when	it	was	not	in	focus.	(1327065)	2D:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	Sprite	Editor	Window	showed	Editor	Window's	'Save	Changes'	dialog	before	if	it	was	closed	if	there	were	pending	changes	that	needed	to	be	apply.	(1274232)	2D:	Fixed	an	issue	where
the	Sprite	Editor	Window	showed	up	blank	when	Unity	was	relaunched	in	certain	occasions.	(1330622)	AI:	Fixed	an	issue	with	"sweeps"	memory	allocation	during	the	process	of	calculating	regions	of	NavMesh.	(1332341)	AI:	Fixed	rare	crash	that	happened	when	an	OffMeshLink	on	the	path	of	the	NavMeshAgent	gets	disconnected	due	to
modifications	to	the	underlying	NavMesh.	(1298211)	Android:	Fixed	a	crash	during	Application.Quit().	(1315010)	Asset	Pipeline:	Fixed	an	issue	where	deleting	an	asset	in	use	in	import	worker	caused	an	infinite	refresh	loop.	(1263755)	Asset	Pipeline:	Fixed	an	issue	where	search	paths	were	not	sanitized	before	passed	to	FindAssets.	(1334620)	Core:
Fixed	a	Loading.PreloadManager	crash.	(1320358)	DX12:	Fixed	an	issue	where	there	was	screen	flickering	when	changing	from	a	lower	resolution	to	screen	resolution.	(1334646)	Editor:	Fixed	an	issue	when	removing	differences	in	fonts	of	Outer	buttons	and	middle	buttons	in	GUILayout.Toolbar.	(1326270)	Editor:	Fixed	an	issue	where	large
thumbnail	object	fields	would	not	scale	their	texture	correctly.	(1330963)	GI:	Prevent	CPU	version	of	A-Trous	lightmap	denoiser	from	introducing	triangle-aligned	artefacts	into	the	filtered	output.	(1255973)	Graphics:	Fixed	an	issue	where	line	and	trails	deformed	when	points	were	too	close	together.	(1275386)	Graphics:	Fixed	an	issue	which	could
caused	the	GPU	to	crash	when	a	Skinned	Mesh	Renderer	was	assigned	a	mesh,	which	did	not	match	the	expected	size/stride	setup,	and	that	Skinned	Mesh	Renderer	was	then	used	immediately	before	skinninghad	a	chance	to	happen.	IL2CPP:	Fixed	a	crash	due	to	race	condition	allocating	memory	in	MetadataCache::GetGenericInst.	(1323462)
IL2CPP:	Fixed	an	improper	C++	comments	for	type	names	ending	in	a	forward	slash	and	a	space.	(1328322)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	an	incorrect	behavior	of	MakeTypedReference	for	derived	types.	This	allows	some	BinaryFormatter	cases	to	work	properly.	(1269771)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	an	incorrect	behavior	of	Mathf.RoundToInt	with	Mathf.Infinity	on	ARM
architectures.	(1323419)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	an	issue	where	embedded	resources	were	not	loaded	on	an	assembly	processed	with	ILRepack.	(1323772)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	return	information	about	the	local	host	when	Dns.GetHostEntry	was	called	with	an	empty	string.	(1326854)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	intermittent	crash	during	script	debugging
while	the	debugger	was	handling	exceptions.	(1330441)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	issue	with	IL2CPP	that	could	cause	builds	to	fail	when	a	high	number	of	C++	files	are	generated.	(1327846)	iOS:	Fixed	an	issue	when	creating	app	extension	target	through	PBXProject,	not	add	the	header	section	automatically.	(1332249)	iOS:	Fixed	an	occasional	crash	on
shutdown	in	UnityMetalMemorylessDepth.	(1333487)	Particles:	Fixed	a	velocity	vertex	stream	for	mesh	particle	issue.	(1328115)	Particles:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	entire	particle	volume	was	not	considered	when	using	the	Trigger	module.	(1325421)	Physics:	Fixed	an	issue	where	a	Linecast	or	Raycast	against	an	EdgeCollider2D	did	not	always
returns	a	correct	collision	normal	when	an	attached	Rigidbody2D	was	rotated.	(1334367)	Prefabs:	Fixed	an	issue	where	InstantiatePrefab	in	the	editor	would	not	call	OnTransformChildrenChanged.	(1319453)	Prefabs:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	access	to	Prefab	Mode	was	not	available	for	non-model	immutable	Prefabs	via	arrow	buttons	in	the
Hierarchy	and	for	models,	the	Inspector's	Open	button	was	enabled.	(1324356)	Scripting:	Fixed	a	player	crash	when	assembly	name	includes	apostrophe.	(1316133)	Scripting:	Fixed	a	RuntimeInitializeOnLoadMethod	attribute	on	methods	within	nested	classes	issue.	(962800)	Scripting:	Fixed	an	issue	when	setting	a	Timeout	property	on	a	HttpClient
object	would	not	correctly	propagate	the	timeout	value	to	any	HttpWebRequest	objects	created	by	it	for	async	messaging.	(1313205)	Terrain:	Fixed	an	issue	where	Instanced	Terrain	shadows	were	flickering	when	no	Shadow	Cascades	and	Close	Fit	Shadow	Projection	were	used	and	camera	was	moving.	(1257896)	uGUI:	Fixed	an	issue	where	focus
wouldnt	be	given	back	to	main	window	on	mouse	click	causing	incorrect	input	event	position.	(1290074)	UI:	Fixed	clipping	with	VisualElements	that	use	the	GroupTransform	hint,	the	nested	masking,	which	was	not	supported	in	this	version,	forced	the	leaf	GroupTransform	element	to	fallback	to	rect	clipping,	but	the	assert	presumed	that	it	could	not
happen.	(1328734)	UI	Toolkit:	Fixed	an	issue	where	there	was	a	wrong	stylesheet	loading	order	for	the	Light	theme	which	forced	the	Editor	to	use	generic	styles	for	some	controls.	(1317035)	UI	Toolkit:	Fixed	clipping	of	the	content	of	a	mask	element	whose	size	is	zero.	(1320182)	Video:	Fixed	an	issue	where	a	failed	video	import	was	uploaded	to	and
pulled	from	the	Unity	Accelerator.	(1292668)	Video:	Fixed	VideoPlayer	where	frames	would	be	skipped	when	looping	for	videos	encoded	with	h.264	and	non	baseline	profile	on	Windows.	(1109411)	Video:	Fixed	VideoPlayer	where	incorrect	frame	numbers	would	be	returned	for	videos	encoded	with	h.264	and	non	baseline	profile	on	Windows.



(1044776)	WebGL:	Fixed	a	keyboard	input	for	GUI	controls	issue	with	the	new	input	system.	(1258876)	WebGL:	Fixed	an	issue	that	WebGL	page	would	not	load	if	Data	Caching	(IndexedDB	access)	was	enabled,	and	private	browsing	mode	was	active	so	that	IndexedDB	was	not	available.	(1318980)	Windows:	Fixed	a	DPI	awareness	mode	issue	which
enables	proper	scaling	of	window	chrome	for	Standalone	Player.	(1309804)	Windows:	Fixed	an	issue	where	Display.SetParam	were	failing	to	change	window	position.	(1322446)	Windows:	Fixed	an	issue	where	GetMouseButton(int)	was	not	properly	reported	when	clicking	in	the	Game	View	after	clicking	on	another	window	or	tab	when	the	Player	was
running.	(1326568)	OS:	Windows	7	SP1+,	8,	10,	64-bit	versions	only;	macOS	10.13+.	(Server	versions	of	Windows	&	OS	X	are	not	tested.)CPU:	SSE2	instruction	set	support.GPU:	Graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities.The	rest	mostly	depends	on	the	complexity	of	your	projects.	iOS:	Mac	computer	running	minimum	macOS	10.13+
and	Xcode	9.0	or	higher.	Android:	Android	SDK	and	Java	Development	Kit	(JDK);	IL2CPP	scripting	backend	requires	Android	NDK.	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Windows	10	(64-bit),	Visual	Studio	2015	with	C++	Tools	component	or	later	and	Windows	10	SDK	Generally	content	developed	with	Unity	can	run	pretty	much	everywhere.	How	well	it	runs
is	dependent	on	the	complexity	of	your	project.	More	detailed	requirements:	Desktop:	OS:	Windows	7	SP1+,	macOS	10.13+,	Ubuntu	16.04+	Graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities.	CPU:	SSE2	instruction	set	support.	iOS	player	requires	iOS	11.0	or	higher.	Android:	OS	4.4	or	later;	ARMv7	CPU	with	NEON	support;	OpenGL	ES	2.0	or
later.	WebGL:	Any	recent	desktop	version	of	Firefox,	Chrome,	Edge	or	Safari.	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Windows	10	and	a	graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities	Exported	Android	Gradle	projects	require	Android	Studio	3.4	and	later	to	build	Page	6We	are	happy	to	announce	Unity	2019.4.24f1.	The	release	notes	and	the
corresponding	issue	tracker	link	for	issues	fixed	in	this	release	are	as	shown	below.	WebGL:	"SharedArrayBuffer	will	require	cross-origin	isolation	as	of	M91"	warning	is	thrown	when	launching	Player	on	Chrome	(1323832)	Windows:	[Windows	7]	"WindowsVideoMedia	error	0xc00d36b4"	error	is	thrown	when	loading	a	video	with	the	VideoPlayer
(1306350)	Linux:	Linux	Editor	crashes	at	"_XFreeX11XCBStructure"	when	loading	tutorials	(1323204)	WebGL:	[iOS]	video	is	not	playing	on	iOS	(1288692)	Global	Illumination:	[macOS]	BugReporter	doesn't	get	invoked	when	the	project	crashes	(1219458)	Packman:	User	can't	easily	configure	location	of	both	UPM	and	Asset	Store	package	local	cache
(1317232)	Terrain:	Terrain	Lit	Opacity	as	Density	option	causes	alpha'd	areas	on	the	5th	layer	or	greater	to	appear	with	artifacts	(1283124)	Shadows/Lights:	Crash	on	ProgressiveRuntimeManager::GetGBufferChartTexture	when	entering	UV	Charts	mode	before	baking	lights	(1309632)	Global	Illumination:	gi::InitializeManagers()	takes	0.6s	during
Editor	startup	(1162775)	Linux:	InputSystem's	Mouse	delta	values	do	not	change	when	the	Cursor	lockState	is	set	to	Locked	(1248389)	Global	Illumination:	Wintermute::Geometry::Verify	errors	are	spammed	when	baking	a	Mesh	with	Mesh	Compression	set	to	Medium/High	(1319133)	Windows:	The	Cursor	is	visible	when	Cursor.visible	is	set	to	false
and	new	InputSystem	package	is	used	(1273522)	Cloth:	Cloth	is	broken	when	parent	GameObject	scale	is	lower	than	1	and	Surface	Penetration	constraints	are	set	0	(1319488)	MacOS:	[macOS]	"build	is	damaged	and	cannot	be	opened"	error	when	downloading	Unity	build	from	internet	(1323501)	Linux:	"Out	of	memory!"	crash	when	opening	Unity	on
Ubuntu	20.04	(1262894)	Polybrush:	[PolyBrush]	Something	went	wrong	saving	brush	settings	Warning	is	thrown	when	Saving	a	Brush	after	opening	the	PolyBrush	Window	(1315475)	Editor:	Added	profiler	markers	around	test	setup,	teardown,	and	execution.	Editor:	Improved	UTF	documentation	(DSTR-120).	Editor:	Reduced	the	per-test	overhead	of
running	tests	in	the	editor.	Editor:	Reduced	the	time	taken	by	filtering	operations	when	only	a	subset	of	tests	is	run.	Editor:	Reduced	the	time	taken	to	rebuild	the	test	tree	and	to	scan	for	assets	a	test	created	but	did	not	delete.	Package	Manager:	Fixed	an	issue	where	using	a	Git	URL	with	a	revision	and	a	package	path	in	the	wrong	order	would	still
clone	the	repository,	introducing	unnecessary	delays	before	failing	with	an	error.	Package	Manager:	Improved	logging	by	adding	logs	for	cache	misses	and	tarball	download	steps.	Package	Manager:	Improved	the	error	message	when	a	Git	dependency	cannot	be	resolved	because	the	path	querystring	and	revision	fragment	are	in	the	wrong	order.
Package	Manager:	Increased	the	amount	of	information	logged	to	upm.log	at	various	levels.	Package	Manager:	Optimized	Git	package	download	times	for	repositories	using	submodules	(with	Git	2.28.0	or	higher	installed	only).	Package	Manager:	Optimized	Git	package	download	times,	most	notably	for	repositories	with	a	larger	history.	Android:
Fixed	rendering	artifacts	when	using	HDR	rendering	with	MSAA	on	sold	Mali	Bifrost	GPUs.	(1303685)	Asset	Import:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	Texture	Inspector	would	notify	of	'Unapplied	import	settings'	when	no	import	settings	were	changed.	(1294009)	Audio:	Fixed	incorrect	behavior	of	audio	filter	components	on	game	object	with	multiple
attached	audio	sources.	Previously	the	effects	were	only	applied	to	the	first	source,	now	the	effects	are	instantiated	per	source.	(1241932)	Audio:	Fixed	potential	volume	fluctuation	in	timeline	audio	on	scene	change.	(1198128)	Audio:	In	the	editor	the	audio	output	device	is	now	automatically	suspended	after	a	longer	duration	of	inactivity	in	order	to
allow	the	operating	system	to	enter	sleep	mode.	This	can	be	disabled	in	the	audio	project	settings.	(995866)	Build	Pipeline:	Fixed	excessive	garbage	collection	occurring	during	the	build	process.	(1318468)	Build	Pipeline:	Made	the	build	fail	faster	when	strict	mode	build	option	is	used.	(1191481)	Editor:	Corrected	keymapping	on	linux	for
quote/backquote/doublequote	keycodes.	(1281473)	Editor:	Fixed	an	issue	where	WinMerge	would	not	be	detected	as	a	diff	tool	on	some	systems.	(1303298)	Editor:	Tooltips	are	now	passed	through	into	PropertyDrawers	as	part	of	the	label.	(885341)	GI:	Fixed	backface	shadows	on	GPULM	with	0	bounce.	(1318669)	Graphics:	Choose	the	proper
graphics	multithreaded	mode.	(1223767)	Graphics:	Fixed	a	texture	quality	settings	effect	on	texture	mip	streaming.	(1270314)	Graphics:	Fixed	an	editor	crash	by	always	allowing	the	use	of	Metal	API	on	Apple	M1	macs,	even	if	Metal	Editor	Support	is	disabled	in	the	Player	Settings.	(1298617)	Graphics:	Fixed	an	editor	crash	by	preventing	the	use	of
OpenGL	API	on	Apple	M1	macs,	where	it	is	not	supported.	(1306688)	Graphics:	Fixed	stack	overflow	exception	when	compressing	Texture	to	EXR	with	PIZ	compression.	(1312104)	Graphics:	Fixed	unintentional	crossfades	for	LODs	when	the	animated	cross-fading	flag	is	enabled.	(1305495)	Graphics:	Runtime	shader	loading	optimizations.	(1317656)
IL2CPP:	Corrected	the	behavior	of	by-reference	parameter	for	delegate	async	invocation	when	the	by-reference	parameter	is	after	a	non-by-reference	parameter.	(1313160)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	a	crash	in	il2cpp::vm::LivenessState::AddProcessObject.	(1315058)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	an	exception	when	converting	a	method	with	a	parameter	that	is	an	in	generic
parameter	with	a	default	value.	(1313460)	IL2CPP:	Fixed	nullable	value	being	corrupted	after	a	call	to	GetType()	in	generic	code.	(1310458)	iOS:	Fixed	a	UnityWebRequest	issue	that	caused	freezing	on	background/resume	when	the	device	is	offline.	(1315244)	Linux:	Converted	"X11	did	not	respond	within	x	milliseconds"	error	to	a	logged	warning.
(1309607)	macOS:	Fixed	a	crash	when	product	name	contains	Unicode	characters.	(1296208)	Mobile:	Fixed	iOS/tvOS	bundle	ID	format	restrictions	to	match	Apple	requirements.	(1240017)	Mobile:	Fixed	ProjectCapabilityManager	adding	corresponding	frameworks	to	the	wrong	target.	(1245194)	Package:	Fixed	an	error	in	the	Recorder	package	that
occurred	when	setting	the	build	target	to	macOS	standalone	from	the	Editor	in	Windows.	(1304944)	Package	Manager:	Fixed	an	issue	where	either	no	submodules	or	the	wrong	submodules	could	be	cloned	when	using	a	Git-based	dependency	with	both	a	path	and	a	revision.	Package	Manager:	Fixed	an	issue	where	files	tracked	by	Git	LFS	were	not
retrieved	when	using	a	Git-based	dependency	with	both	a	path	and	a	revision.	(1307682)	Package	Manager:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	packages-lock.json	file	was	overwritten	with	the	same	contents	but	considered	modified	by	Unity,	sometimes	resulting	in	unnecessary	operations.	(1299834)	Package	Manager:	Fixed	an	issue	where	using	a	Git	URL
with	a	revision	and	a	package	path	in	the	wrong	order	would	still	clone	the	repository,	introducing	unnecessary	delays	before	failing	with	an	error.	Particles:	Fixed	a	crash	when	using	a	Stop	Action	set	to	Disable.	(1311212)	Physics:	Made	mesh	collider	error	more	descriptive	by	including	the	path	to	the	object.	(1318366)	Profiler:	Fixed	sample	names
of	samples	in	surrounding	frames	disappearing	in	Timeline	view.	(1317697)	Scene	Manager:	Fixed	a	second	issue	to	make	sure	object	are	cleaned	up	properly	if	they	are	children	of	GameObject	with	DontSave	flag.	(1157422)	Scene	Manager:	Fixed	an	issue	to	ensure	objects	are	cleaned	up	properly	if	they	are	children	of	GameObject	with	DontSave
flag.	(1309142)	Scripting:	Fixed	an	issue	with	gc	heap	expansion	memory	being	incorrectly	attributed	to	Monobehaviour	objects	during	deserialization	operations.	(1293562)	Scripting:	Fixed	errors	in	console	when	modifying	the	value	of	the	'Scripting	Define	Symbols'	field	in	the	Project	settings.	(1276428)	Scripting:	Fixed	exceptions	getting	logged	in
the	Console	when	the	Logger.logEnabled	is	set	to	false.	(1311534)	Serialization:	Fixed	an	issue	inspecting	enum	fields	on	classes	referenced	with	SerializeReference.	(1304095)	Serialization:	Fixed	crash	on	JSONUtility	read	when	class	has	both	a	field	named	"references"	and	[SerializedReference]	fields.	(1198073)	Serialization:	Improved
performance	applying	Prefab	changes	to	TileMap.	(1239162)	Shaders:	Fixed	incorrect	array	subscripts	generated	for	OpenGL,	OpenGL	ES,	Metal	and	Vulkan	when	using	arrays	or	structs	in	global	scope.	(1318555)	Shaders:	Fixed	incorrect	code	generated	by	HLSLcc	for	textureQueryLod	GLSL	function.	(1314040)	Shaders:	Fixed	reflection	reporting
for	structs	in	the	global	scope	for	OpenGL	and	OpenGL	ES.	(1318610)	Shaders:	Fixed	reflection	reporting	for	structs	inside	constant	buffers	for	OpenGL,	OpenGL	ES	and	Metal.	(1318619)	Shaders:	Fixed	reflection	reporting	for	structs	inside	constant	buffers	for	Vulkan.	(1318559)	Shaders:	Fixed	shader	keyword	overflow	when	doing	a	build.
(1297800)	UI:	Fixed	an	issue	when	checking	for	CanBindTo	with	null	sprite.	(1310284)	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Fixed	an	issue	where	the	Certificate	was	not	being	set	in	the	UWP	publish	settings	with	certain	passwords.	(1301223)	Video:	Fixed	an	issue	where	VideoPlayer.frame	was	wrong	during	seek.	(1290698)	Video:	Fixed	VideoPlayer	where
incorrect	frame	numbers	would	be	returned	for	videos	encoded	with	h.264	and	non	baseline	profile	on	Windows.	(1044776)	WebGL:	Added	handling	for	Norwegian	Bokmal	and	Nynorsk	in	SystemInfo	for	macOS	and	Linux,	and	to	SystemInfo	in	Runtime/Misc	used	by	WebGL	and	MetroPlayer.	(1288528)	WebGL:	Fixed	an	issue	where	Chrome	and
Firefox	browsers	would	fail	to	load	on	iOS	14.4.	(1316861)	Windows:	Fixed	an	issue	where	setting	a	custom	cursor	now	respects	Windows	DPI	and	Ease	of	Access	settings	related	to	the	cursor	size.	(1305480)	Windows:	The	Win10	SDK	now	gets	installed	properly.	(1308226)	XR:	Fixed	an	issue	in	frame	debugger	that	caused	the	Unity	Editor	to	freeze
and	various	rendering	issues.	(1275361)	XR:	Fixed	an	issue	where	shadows	would	jitter	while	rotating	a	camera	at	an	extreme	distance	from	the	origin	of	the	scene	in	mono	rendering.	(1281930)	XR:	Fixed	incorrect	matrices	when	using	PhotoCapture	on	Hololens	2.	XR:	Fixed	non-fullscreen	viewport	rect	handling	on	non-stereo	cameras	when	XR
devices	are	enabled.	(1319352)	XR:	Fixed	occlusion	culling	glitches	when	camera	is	close	to	the	clipping	plane	and	transitions	between	2	baked	occlusion	areas.	(1289059)	XR:	Fixed	Windows	Mixed	Reality	PhotoVideoCamera	positioning	in	the	Unity	scene.	(1306048)	OS:	Windows	7	SP1+,	8,	10,	64-bit	versions	only;	macOS	10.12+.	(Server	versions
of	Windows	&	OS	X	are	not	tested.)CPU:	SSE2	instruction	set	support.GPU:	Graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities.The	rest	mostly	depends	on	the	complexity	of	your	projects.	iOS:	Mac	computer	running	minimum	macOS	10.12.6	and	Xcode	9.4	or	higher.	Android:	Android	SDK	and	Java	Development	Kit	(JDK);	IL2CPP	scripting
backend	requires	Android	NDK.	Universal	Windows	Platform:	Windows	10	(64-bit),	Visual	Studio	2015	with	C++	Tools	component	or	later	and	Windows	10	SDK	Generally	content	developed	with	Unity	can	run	pretty	much	everywhere.	How	well	it	runs	is	dependent	on	the	complexity	of	your	project.	More	detailed	requirements:	Desktop:	OS:	Windows
7	SP1+,	macOS	10.12+,	Ubuntu	16.04+	Graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities.	CPU:	SSE2	instruction	set	support.	iOS	player	requires	iOS	10.0	or	higher.	Android:	OS	4.4	or	later;	ARMv7	CPU	with	NEON	support;	OpenGL	ES	2.0	or	later.	WebGL:	Any	recent	desktop	version	of	Firefox,	Chrome,	Edge	or	Safari.	Universal	Windows
Platform:	Windows	10	and	a	graphics	card	with	DX10	(shader	model	4.0)	capabilities	Exported	Android	Gradle	projects	require	Android	Studio	3.4	and	later	to	build	Page	7We	are	happy	to	announce	Unity	2019.4.23f1.	The	release	notes	and	the	corresponding	issue	tracker	link	for	issues	fixed	in	this	release	are	as	shown	below.	Global	Illumination:
[macOS]	BugReporter	doesn't	get	invoked	when	the	project	crashes	(1219458)	Packman:	User	can't	easily	configure	location	of	both	UPM	and	Asset	Store	package	local	cache	(1317232)	Cloth:	Cloth	is	broken	when	parent	GameObject	scale	is	lower	than	1	and	Surface	Penetration	constraints	are	set	0	(1319488)	iOS:	[WebGL]	[iOS]	video	is	not
playing	on	iOS	(1288692)	Terrain:	Terrain	Lit	Opacity	as	Density	option	causes	alpha'd	areas	on	the	5th	layer	or	greater	to	appear	with	artifacts	(1283124)	Shadows/Lights:	Crash	on	ProgressiveRuntimeManager::GetGBufferChartTexture	when	entering	UV	Charts	mode	before	baking	lights	(1309632)	Global	Illumination:	gi::InitializeManagers()	takes
0.6s	during	Editor	startup	(1162775)	Linux:	InputSystem's	Mouse	delta	values	do	not	change	when	the	Cursor	lockState	is	set	to	Locked	(1248389)	Metal:	[Apple	M1]	Crash	on	MTLGetEnvCase	on	startup	when	'm_Automatic'	is	set	to	0	in	the	ProjectSettings	(1306688)	Graphics	Device	Backends:	[Mac]	Editor	crashes	on	MTLGetEnvCase	on	startup
when	metalEditorSupport	is	set	to	0	in	the	ProjectSettings	(1298617)	Windows:	The	Cursor	is	visible	when	Cursor.visible	is	set	to	false	and	new	InputSystem	package	is	used	(1273522)	Mobile	Rendering:	[Android][URP][OpenGLES]	Only	RenderQueue	Transparent	GameObjects	are	rendered	if	Opaque	Texture	is	enabled	and	MSAA	is	4x	or	8x
(1303685)	Shuriken:	Crash	on	ParticleSystem::EndUpdateAll	(1311212)	Linux:	Linux	Editor	throws	"X	Server	took	longer	than	x	miliseconds	to	respond	to	SetGtkWindowSizeAndPosition"	error	after	opening	(1309607)	Linux:	"Out	of	memory!"	crash	when	opening	Unity	on	Ubuntu	20.04	(1262894)	Polybrush:	[PolyBrush]	Something	went	wrong	saving
brush	settings	Warning	is	thrown	when	Saving	a	Brush	after	opening	the	PolyBrush	Window	(1315475)	Graphics:	Improved	the	application	of	outstanding	pending	changes	to	RendererScene	after	a	camera	render.	Scripting:	Added	support	for	Unity	Version	Defines	in	Assembly	definition	import	options.	This	feature	improvement	allows	scripts	to
easily	specify	different	code	snippets	for	different	Unity	version	ranges.	This	is	especially	useful	for	introducing	calls	to	newly	added	public	APIs,	in	which	case	these	API	calls	needs	to	be	guarded	by	defines	based	on	a	Unity	version	range	of	a	given	Unity	version	or	later.	Unity	version	range	expression	syntax	is	the	same	as	package	version	range
expressions.	Unity	version	format	differs	from	package	version	format,	thus	Unity	version	expressions	are	evaluated	based	on	some	rules	specific	to	the	Unity	version	format:	Comparison	of	release	types	follows	the	following	rules:	a
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